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Abstract 

In present time, to be mobile, to be able to physically move from point A to point B is something 

taken for granted by a small minority of the world’s population, while the vast majority are 

caught within or between borders. How did we reach to this point? This study examines the 

lived experiences of (im)mobility in Jordan. It captures the experiences of Syrians who live in 

Jordan and who have been denied mobility because of their flight from their homeland. By 

means of an ethnographical approach this study challenges conventional conceptions of what it 

means to be displaced. Situating the understanding of displacement in relation to the modern 

nation state, territorial boundedness, national identity and geographical categorizations it 

ultimately lays the foundation for conceptualizing the relative human (im)mobility and its links 

to a historical past. Through travelling and living in Jordan periodically between 2017-2018, 

totalizing approximately 6 months, conducting semi-structured interviews and engaging in 

everyday social and contextual encounters, this study offers a more multifaceted understanding 

of what it means to be (im)mobile in present time, as additional to conventional scholarship. It 

ultimately demonstrates that displacement as we understand it today is inadequate and 

simplified, and as we reassess its components we are able to reconceptualize the understandings 

of relative human (im)mobility. 

 

Keywords: Jordan, refugee, Syria, passport, nation, identity, displacement, camp, mobility, 

nativity, foreignness, refuge, territory  
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Notes on transcription & translation 

The interviews were conducted in Arabic, all the transcribed sections will be presented 

transcribed in Arabic and translated in English with regard to the readers who do not know 

Arabic.  

     “transcripts are not copies or representations of some original reality, they are interpretative 

constructions that are useful tools for given purpose (Kvale 2007: 98)”, consequently, only the 

paragraphs that are relevant for the analysis will be included and therefore represent only a 

fraction of the full-length conversations. Thus, reading this thesis one must consider the 

transcribed sections as abbreviated and decontextualized renderings of the complete interview 

(Kvale 2007: 93). 

    While a translation is always a selective re-description of the original, I have tried to keep the 

translations as equivalent as possible to the original Arabic versions, sometimes at the expense 

of the comprehension in English. A prerequisite for a successful ethnography is the empirical 

evidence being interpreted from the native language (Hanks and Severi 2014), which is why I 

have favoured the original conversations before the translations. I have also chosen to include 

recurrences of expressions, in order to mirror the conversation as much as possible. However, 

my own hums and comments have been left out when I have regarded it as insignificant for the 

understanding. In occurences when my interlocutors themselves have translated words or 

expressions to English, these are written in English in the transcribed sections, and marked in 

italics in the translated sections. 

     Furthermore, I aim to present both the transcribed and the translated parts in a simple style,  

marking higher voice and voice indicating questions, short and long pauses. The focus in this 

thesis is on the individual’s larger understandings and sense making of how mobility is lived, the 

choice to not use a more advanced transcription-scheme is based on the purpose to make visible 

the nuances of the narratives and facilitate the reading (Kvale 2007: 98).   

 

Transcription of interviews 

! – high voice 

? – voice indicating a question  

, – short pause 

. – short pause, end of topic.  
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.. – long pause 

[…] – passages omitted 

 

Transcription of Arabic 

All Arabic words and names are transcribed in accordance to the key below. However, names 

are transcribed once, following a popular spelling. Transcribed names and words in text are 

written in italics and so is the in-text translations of the empirics. The Arabic definite article is 

exclusively transcribed as: ‘l-’. Hence, it does not mirror the various pronunciations in the 

conversations. This choice is made on the motivation that the interpretation of definite article 

in every day conversations is context-based; it does not always sound clearly for the listener even 

though it is present.  

 

Consonants: 

 ’ ء

 b ب

 t ت

 ṯ ث

 j ج

 ḥ ح

 ḫ خ

 d د

 ḏ ذ

 r ر

 z ز

 s س

 š ش

 ṣ ص

 ḍ ض

 ṭ ط

 ẓ ظ

 ‘ ع

g  

 ġ غ

 f ف

 q ق

 k ك

 l ل

 m م

 n ن

 h ه

 w و

 y ي

 a/at ة

 

Short vowels:  

◌َ a 

◌ُ u 

◌ِ i 

e 

o  

 

Long vowels:  

 ā ا
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 ū و

 ī   ي

ē 

ō 
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Notes on structure of the thesis 

The empirical material in this thesis is based on the recorded testimonies of my interlocutors 

and my own experiences and reflections, jointly combined in linking to the theories and analyses 

presented. Inspired by the style of other ethnographers such as Amina Mittermeier, Engseng 

Ho, Lori Allen and Avtar Brah in writing about their own experiences, along with Shahram 

Khosravi’s especially inspiring autoethnography, I have, in combining empirical material with 

personal experiences, opened every chapter in this thesis with an account to set the tone for the 

theme aimed to be discussed. Hence, reading these passages one should be aware that 

everything written is gathered from the recorded conversations and my own notes. Thus, while 

I adopt a narrating, describing language, these accounts should be understood as equally 

valuable empirics as the interview passages throughout the thesis.  
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Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign.  

But stories can also be used to empower, and to  

humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a people 

but stories can also repair that broken dignity.  

(Adichie 2009) 
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Introduction 

 

Suddenly it was time to leave, to escape. It wasn’t something they had planned for long, and even 

if the time was now, it was only for a short period, a couple of months or so, but it was time. 

Having agreed on time and place with the man who could transfer them out of their hometown, 

through the border city Dara‘a, they were now on their way. In the middle of the night they laid 

down in the back of the truck as it took them out of the city without being noticed by the Syrian 

authorities. The road was bumpy and as they approached the border city the distant sound of 

gunshots came closer. The violent combat in Dara‘a delayed the journey and they had to stop and 

wait at a house in the area. The house was like a gigantic waiting hall. Hundreds of people were 

sitting there. Everyone waited for the same thing: for the darkness to allow them to continue the 

journey. 

     And the night came. And they walked. They walked for kilometers in the night, in the dessert-

land between Syria and Jordan, until they reached the border, the border between native and 

foreign, between citizen and refugee, between two different lives. As they crossed the border, 

something changed, and to be Syrian would come to mean something else, something it had not 

meant before.  

 

This is a story about mobility, a story about places, and peoples, about documents, about 

privileged and unprivileged, about borders, about waiting, longing, about wishing, giving up 

and about trying again. Human mobility, documented in all kinds of stories: religious, historical, 

oral tales and political debates (Chatty 2010: 8), ultimately makes this a story about humanity. 

Today, mobility and migration are part of an international discourse which legitimizes 

unlimited mobility for some, while restricting others. Thus, to be mobile, to be able to physically 

move from point A to point B, is something taken for granted by a small minority of the world’s 

population. Yet, the vast majority are caught within borders (Khosravi 2010; Lundström 2014). 

This thesis is an attempt to capture the experiences of those who cannot physically move freely 

within or between national borders. To capture these experiences, it is necessary to understand 

the present dimensions at play in shaping these conditions.  

     Ever since the end of the Ottoman Empire and the establishments of British mandates in the 

Middle East, Jordan has been a place for arrival, departure, transit and resettlement and thus it 

has also been the site for a variety of stories of mobility (Blumi 2013; Chatty 2010; Hamed-
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Troyansky 2017; Massad 2001; Robson 2017). This land has long been the site for migration 

and movement testimonies of Assyrians, Armenians, Iraqis, Palestinians, Yemenis, Syrians or 

Lebanese, some of many peoples who have crossed or settled here. Consequently, the borders 

of contemporary Jordan, first drawn by the British and the Hijazi Amir Abdullah in the 

beginning of the 20th century, embody a population with a majority whose geographical origins 

can be located outside (Massad 2001: 15). Nevertheless, this land is still a place of mobility. 

 

Ahmad: kunnā mfakkirīn ya‘nī ’innu.. mā nṭawwil hūn, ya‘nī ’innu l-’urdun ‘ibāra ‘an 

maḥaṭṭa, kānat neḥna hēk mfakkirīn, ’innu maḥaṭṭa, nastaqirr fīhā la-fatra mu‘ayyane ya‘nī, ‘alā 

’amal ’innu sūriya tehdā, taḫluṣ l-ḥarb w-narja‘.  

 

Ahmad: We thought like that.. We would not stay long here, like that Jordan is like a station, this 

was how we thought, that it is a station, we stay here for a specific period of time like, on the hope 

that Syria calms down, the war finishes and we return.  

 

The outbreak of the violence in Syria 2011 forced millions of people to flee from their homes, 

separating many from friends and family. Today, those Syrians who left, share a fate with 

millions of ‘displaced’ people in the Middle East and larger world. Over the last seven years, 

what began as just temporary resettlements within or outside of Syria, have developed into 

something that, together with other ‘displaced’ over the globe, challenges the usual conception 

of humans as naturally divided in homogenous groups culturally, linguistically and ethnically 

on geographical spaces distinguished by national borders.   

     The aim of this study is to examine the lived experiences of (im)mobility. I hope to make 

visible those lived experiences of Syrians relocated by war who have been denied mobility 

because of their flight from their homeland. This condition is not only a simple problem 

experienced by refugees, however. Since the creation of the modern nation state in the end of 

the 18th and following and 19th century, humans have been targeted by administrators seeking 

to categorically distinguish, then physically separate and thus trap subjects within national 

borders. This constitutive foundational element of the nation state – the interrelationship 

between territory and humans – thus proves loaded with sometimes violent coercive acts of 

governance that hinders as much as induces (in)voluntary human mobility (Blumi 2013; Ho 

2006; Khosravi 2010). To examine how mobility in such conditions is lived is to reveal how 

larger structures associated with modernity affect every single human. In the process, such 

examinations often help explain the ways in which people deal with the dilemmas of their choice 
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to accept or resist these structures. As argued throughout, the ‘Syrian refugee’ proves an ideal, 

if often tragic, example of these kinds of dilemmas created by invasive state policies towards 

restricting (and/or inducing) mobility.  

 

Territorial boundedness – an invented truth 

Efforts to account for this dynamic has long been started with an analysis of the state. 

Understanding the resulting, often violent process by which the modern-nation state emerges, 

necessarily begins with the paradigm of its ‘imagined’ origins. That the nation state is imagined 

has for long generally been agreed on within academia. According to some of the leading 

advocates for this framing of the genealogy of the modern state, the division of peoples and 

populations over different territories have ever since the 18th century created the understanding 

of territorial boundedness as the most significant identifier of place, power and population 

(Agamben 1995; Anderson 2006; Soguk 1999). In the case of population, the territory to which 

“one is naturally tied (Anderson 2006: 143)” has become “the uncontested idea of a location as 

the most significant marker of the existence of communities (Soguk, 1999: 72)”. This fixation of 

framing this territorial boundedness as ‘natural’ has been linked to an objective to end the 

“polyglot imperial-dynastic systems”. The idea that by creating a new world where populations 

were separated into ethnically and linguistically homogenous national entities, when necessary 

through “mass expulsion or extermination of minorities and other unwanted populations” 

proves historically accurate when considering the modern history of the Middle East (Soguk 

1999: 114). Perhaps the most glaring example of this is the population-exchanges imposed by 

this new political order in the early 20th century. As the Ottoman and Habsburg Empires 

formally ended, the implementation of agreements to distinguish peoples of formally 

heterogeneous communities along religious (ethno-national) lines as between Turkey and 

Greece and Bulgaria, resulted in millions of people forcibly relocated.  The leading principle 

behind these often brutal policies implemented by an emerging international community by 

way of the Leauge of Nations was presumably the need to form homogenous national 

populations (Soguk 1999). This was “a crucial event in the production of national myths 

channeled into statist cultural, political, and economic institutions and relations (Soguk 1999: 

134)”.  
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      Evidently, the project of territorializing the nation state has involved the creation of an 

identity built on the relationship between humans and territory; a homogenous national identity 

confirmed by a legal regime that granted national citizenship to people with certain 

distinguishing qualities. The result has been the notion of being of one ethno-national group 

(and not another) is necessarily based on one geographical place where humans are ‘in place’. 

Consequently, since ‘mixed’ populations were assumed to induce conflict, those peoples who 

did not fit a seemingly clear criterium of inclusiveness, necessarily were misplaced, and thus 

justifiably ‘displaced’. Originating from this idea of the nation and being ‘in place’, displacement 

has become a recognized subject within academia (Agamben 1995; Anderson 2006; Jalal 2014; 

Malkki 1995; Scott 1998).  

     In contrast, the point of departure for this study is a concern that viewing humans as 

bounded to a specific territory creates an unchallenged understanding of what it means to be 

displaced. This has resulted in examining displacement not so much as a physical movement, 

but rather as movement from one’s original culture to another. This formula of studying 

displacement results in always connecting movement as losing one’s identity, traditions and 

culture (Malkki 1992). In this respect, most studies on displacement can be traced to studies on 

transnationalism, national identity, diasporic communities and belonging.  

      Instead of focusing on this ‘cultural traditional or identity loss’ in relation to peoples’ 

settlement in a new geographic place, I aim to focus on the lived experiences of another type of 

loss: namely the loss of ability to move and its geographical and historical interconnections with 

nationalism, borders, refugee-ness, camps and displacement. To grasp at the complexity of these 

issues when understood through the filter of a lack of mobility, this thesis asks how peoples’ lives 

have been politicized into bodily representing the national ideology through different human 

categorizations such as ‘citizen’, ‘expat’, ‘displaced’,  ‘migrant’ or ‘refugee’. 

 

Previous research & background - Soil, mobility and national identity  

In accordance with John Torpey (2000:5f), I suggest that studies on human mobility largely 

have taken the existence of the territorial state for granted, analyzing migration in the light of 

processes such as socioeconomics, transnationalism and push/pull theories of migration  

(Castles and Miller 2003; Richmond 1994). While these quantitative studies tell us something 

about the larger condition of the world, the ‘macro-level’ of migration or movement of people 
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and populations, this study instead turns the attention elsewhere. This study recognizes the 

centrality of the state in a qualitative analysis of human mobility but wishes to steer away from 

a focus on the relationship between human (im)mobility and the state regulations on a large 

scale. The result I seek is to understand the individual human and how everyday life is affected 

by larger structures shaping our world.  

     Dawn Chatty (2010) offers a mix of this type of examination in combining ethnographical 

and quantitative data in order to examine ‘displaced’ communities in the Middle East with 

regard to their assimilation, integration, identity, social inclusion and exclusion. In a similar 

fashion, this work presents a general understanding of the scholarly subject displacement and 

migration while also illustrating the dynamics of different stories of ‘displacement’. 

     The common understanding of displacement has resulted in the academic focus on themes 

like transnationalism, national identity, diasporic communities and belonging. From Avtar Brah 

(1996), Nadia Al-Ali and Khalid Koser (2002), to Anh Hua (2005), offer valuable ethnographies 

of the complexities of territorial boundedness in transnational contexts. While identity and 

nationality are something covered within academia and these studies highlight important 

complexities of the present world, these types of examinations might also have unintended  

negative consequences. Perhaps one of the most significant examples is the large volume on 

Palestinian dispersal and how they relate (or not relate) to their lost homeland, the forms of new 

identities that as a result uphold (or reject) their national identity. By characterizing these cases 

as possibly ‘negative’ with regard to studies on Palestinian dispersal I mean the kinds of 

arguments that justify the situation in Palestine as a result of a lack of national aspirations.      

     There have been attempts to move beyond this concern about identity and nationality. 

Unfortunately, these attempts have possibly instead resulted in diminishing of the importance 

of the social and collective role in identity-shaping in which living in a condition of fixed 

displacement often results. For instance, Diana Allan (2013) in her book about Palestinian exile 

experiences in the notorious Shatila camp in Southern Lebanon, argues against the notion that 

identities are exclusively rooted in nationalist discourse. She claims that economic subjectivities 

and individual aspirations play a more important role among younger Palestinians, born and 

raised in the camps than the collective national imperatives many scholars assume (97f). 

Another example of diminishing collective and social factors in identity shaping, is the article, 

“people-eat-people”, by Giulia El Dardiry (2017), who examines refugee experience through 

socio-economic factors in opposition to what she calls romanticized “cross-border 

identifications (715)”. Her claims demonstrate that refugees, mainly Iraqis (but also Syrians) did 

not identify through nationalist, religious or other terms, but rather through socio-economic 
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registers visible in Jordan. While these studies have been invaluable elaborations of the lived 

experiences of displacement, I argue that, while it is important not to glorify identity 

complexities connected to nationality, even these kinds of examinations fall in the trap of 

conceptualizing the displacement experience as an essential condition, proving or disproving 

the significance of territorial (national) belonging. For, as Barry Hindess (2000) argues, the 

nation does not provide an “extrapolitical foundation on which to base a politics of inclusion 

and exclusion(1492)”. Disappointing, he continues, is the fact that even scholarship that insist 

on the artificiality of the nation and nationalist discourse, tend to treat societies as substantial 

identities (1492).  

     In accordance to Malkki’s (1995) accounting of the entire 20th century as a story in which 

this conflict takes place, I instead suggest that, while contemporary ethnography on 

displacement involves a recognition of the complexity of historical and contemporary 

dimensions of the nation state, there is still a tendency not to look beyond, or question these 

dimensions further. This attempt to make sense of how the making of this ‘national order’ has 

resulted in new social categorizations and understandings of peoples and mobility that in present 

time have come to be understood as exempted from time and place, i.e. history and geography. 

Thus, failing to recognize that all types of contemporary collective formations and societies, 

whether national or not, in place or displaced, are “intimately related products of the same 

historical developments (Hindess, 2000: 1493)”. 

     In this respect I suggest that while scholarship has agreed the imagination and construction 

of nation state system, we tend to continue to examine how humans relate to, or not to relate 

to this construction. As in for instance the case of Palestine, to argue for or against the 

importance of national longing or belonging have resulted in the never-ending debate whether 

the Palestinians deserve a nation or not. Sherene Seikaly (2015) problematizes this 

understanding of national aspirations as the only way of doing politics. In the process Seikaly 

challenges the argument that the reason for why Palestinians do not have a geographic land is 

because they were not national enough, claiming that national aspirations should not be 

understood as the only type of collective belonging or aspiration. Nevertheless, today national 

belonging is regarded as the only thing legitimizing the right to officially exist, and Palestine is 

an important example of this.  

 

Nesrin: ‘illī ṣār ‘aleyna, ṣār ‘aleyun. 

 

Nesrin: what happened to us, happened to them. 
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Considering the nationalist rhetoric explaining Palestinian dispersal, the fates of the Syrians 

dispersed could be equally justified. For, since the outbreak of the Syrian revolution 2011 the 

dominant scholarly argument for continued violence and instability is that the colonial-era 

borders defining the Syrian nation did not correspond to the heterogonous population within 

the border, thus resulting in national instability as a natural consequence (Azmeh 2016). 

Evidently, this rhetoric resembles the master narrative for why Palestinians were not national 

enough to enforce a national home. To explain the instability in Syria by suggesting it suffered 

from a too diverse population reinforces the understanding of borders and nations as emerging 

naturally, embodying a homogenous native population whose associations must conform within 

a narrow set of categories – religious, culture and language. Thus, by placing the nation state at 

the center of our argument, both the historical and geographical complexities of the events in 

1948 Palestine and 2011 Syria become ignored. Considering the ongoing destruction of the 

Syrian state in relation to this rhetoric, it illustrates that within the national order, anyone can 

become a Palestinian.  
 

Lina: ’abl mā ’amšī kint wā’ife ya‘nī.. kunt ‘am batṭala‘ ‘alā kull šī bi-l-bēt.. wallāhi l-‘azīm ya‘nī, 

kint ḥāsse ’innu ya‘nī, ’innu ḥa’ī’, ’anā yumkin mā ’a’dir ’arja‘ la-hūn ya‘nī.. wa-la ’a’dir ’a‘īš bi-

nafs l-makān ‘illī ’anā ’aḍēt fīh, ya‘nī fatra kṭīr ṭawīle […] w-’anā bas bi-hey l-fikra kunt ‘am b-

etḏakker, kunt ‘am b-etḏakker filasṭīniyye.. mā b-a‘rif lē.. ‘anjad kunt bas ‘am fakkir ’innu.. ya‘nī.. 

’innu neḥna raḥ narja‘, kān bas hēk bi-bālī ra’sī, hey l-fikra. 

Hanna: inti ’aṣlan fakarti hāḏ l-šī? 

Lina:ba kint ḫāyife min hāḏ bas kān šu‘ūr qawiyye, ya‘nī kān ‘andī ‘anjad su‘ūr qawiyye ’innu ’anā 

yumkin biṣīr fiyyi miṯl filasṭīniyye, ’anā mā ’a’dir ’arja‘ ‘alā beytī, makānī, šuġlī w-nāsī w-’iṣḥābī 

w-kull l-dunye. 

 

Lina: Before I left I was standing like.. I was looking at everything in the house.. I swear to god 

like, I felt that like, that for real, I might not be able to return here like.. Or be able to live in the 

same place where I spent, like a long time […] And I just with this thought was thinking, I was 

thinking of a Palestinian.. I don’t know why.. Seriously I was just thinking that.. Like.. That we 

will return, this was the only thing in my mind my head, this thought.  

Hanna: You already thought this? 

Lina: I was afraid of this but it was strong feelings, like I had seriously strong feelings that I might 

become like a Palestinian, I will not be able to return to my home, my place, my work, my people 

and my friends and the whole world.  
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Lina’s feelings about becoming ‘a Palestinian’ demonstrates a complexity of displacement and 

the simplified understanding of it at the same time. In the process of explaining why being 

‘displaced’ means being a Palestinian for Lina, the findings in this thesis reveal an unexplored 

space between the citizen-refugee dichotomies, inviting further recognition of the complexities 

of being ‘displaced’. In this regard, this thesis should be understood as an attempt to move the 

attention beyond questions around an individual’s sense of national belonging or identity, and 

to offer another perspective to the available scholarship on migration or transnationalism. For, 

beyond identity, culture or community formations, we need to realize the historical and 

geographical categorizational dimensions of displacement, shaping everyday life of the relative 

ability of mobility.  

     It is important to note that a focus on the mobility in conditions of displacement, does not 

prove or disprove any other aspect of displacement: I do not argue, for instance, that 

nationalism, transnationalism or socio-economics are not a part of the persistent negotiations of 

identity. Rather, this thesis rejects the “national order of things (Malkki 1995)” as a point of 

departure. In this respect, I do not take interest in debating whether people relate or feel a part 

of the Syrian nation or not, but rather I try to recognize how people live their lives under the 

structures existing because of this order. In the process we may understand peoples expressed 

and lived experiences within these structures.  

 

Lubna:  ’izā ḫalaṣet l-ḥarb bi-sūriya b-yjūz mā ’arja‘ ‘a-sūriya, ’aḥibb ’abqā hūn, lākin, fī fusḥā ’innī 

rūḥ ’azūr sūriya. mū šarṭ ’innī ’arja‘ ’astaqirr, lā’, ḥeluw hūn, bas fikrat ’inno ’inti mū ’ādire trūḥī 

tšūfī zikrayātik hay ‘illi b-taḥra’ik, bas! lākin ’anā bi-nisba ’ilī ḥeluw hūn, jayyid, b-aḍallnī bi-hāḏ 

l-beyt bas b-arūḥ w-b-yijī […] 

 

Lubna: If the war finished in Syria perhaps I won’t return to Syria, I like to stay here, but, there 

are possibilities for me to go and visit Syria. It is not a condition that I return [and] settle, no, it’s 

nice here, but the thought that you can’t go and see your memories this is what hurts you, just!  

But for me it’s nice here, its good, I stay here in this house and I just come and I go […] 

 

Even though we examine how humans make new spaces, create social communities and 

reformulate identities, we need to recognize the reality of spatial imprisonment as a result of 

historical events geographically categorizing national territories and peoples, and how these 

dimensions ultimately affect how we perceive the world. With the understanding that I myself 

enjoy unlimited freedom of mobility in contrast to my interlocutors: I aim to capture the 

everyday life of Syrians living in Jordan, in respect to existing circumstances that prohibit them 
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to move freely, and hopefully to add to the understanding of the relationship between lived 

experiences and larger structures regulating human mobility and ultimately, life.  

 

Research question 

The research question I aim to examine is: How do Syrians living in Jordan experience their everyday 

(im)mobility? Framing the ethnographic work around the theme of mobility in this context should 

be understood as a means to problematize the relative ability of physical movement. To 

examine how humans experience the ability to move locally and globally can add to the general 

understanding of the experience of displacement in a way that can reveal the historical and 

contemporary relationship between humans and nations. In other words, it ultimately functions 

as a crucial component determining the fate of human life (Khosravi 2010). As such, this 

question involves (im)mobility as much as it involves ‘displacement’. This means the context of 

being in Jordan with the geographical proximity, close to home – but ‘trapped’, as many 

interlocutors describe it. By engaging in the ways these people experience and deal with their 

choice to accept or resist the new qualities of ‘displacement’ and ‘refugee-ness’ defining their 

essential existence, this thesis aims to challenge the very understanding of that essence.  

 

Disposition 

This thesis is divided into three sections: the introductory section includes an introduction to 

the themes, previous research and methodology.  

     Section II is divided into four different chapters conceptualizing the characteristics of lived 

(im)mobility through the combination of relevant theories, empirics and analysis. The first 

chapter, Papers: a validation of existence, examines the historical event of the construction of the 

national order in which human existence came to be recognized only through identity 

documents. By using theories of nationalism offered by scholars such as Giorgio Agamben, Liisa 

Malkki and Nevzat Soguk, I conceptualize the interrelations between documents and mobility, 

following, with regard to John Torpey, the emergence of the passport and its effects on mobility 

throughout history, and how it ultimately affects me and my interlocutors differently in present 

time. The second chapter, Stranded within, without and in between, reveals the consequences of 
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documenting peoples existence in relation to abilities of settlement, autonomy and mobility. 

This chapter uncovers a more complex understanding of ‘displacement’, as an alternative to the 

inadequate conceptions of the loss of home. Further, with the use of scholars such as Sarah 

Kunz, Mark B. Salter and William Walters I examine the understanding of the exceptional 

nature of the national border in relation to categorizations such as the ‘migrant’ and the 

‘expatriate’ in an attempt to illustrate how border exceptionality involves geographical 

categorizations of territories and populations, and how it ultimately affects my interlocutors, as 

they stay inside or travel outside of Jordan. The third chapter, The ‘displaced’ refugee: a legitimizing 

force for internationalism, examines negotiations of resisting or accepting the imposed refugee-

identity. With the use of scholars as Isa Blumi, Liisa Malkki, Joseph Massad and Laura Robson, 

I demonstrate how the emergence of the figure of ‘the refugee’ is related historically and is thus 

not only connected to people with certain stories, but also involves geographical localizations. 

Examining ‘the refugee’ as a historical invention, demonstrates how mobility is ultimately 

connected to different categorizations of existence. The fourth and last chapter, Spaces but not 

places, provides a discussion about the nature of the refugee camp as a crucial component in 

forming the terms and conditions examined in the former chapters. This chapter thus 

demonstrates the ways in which the maintenance of ‘the national order’ rests on the camp as a 

device for upholding human categorizations and how it affects mobility within national borders. 

With the use of Malkki’s conceptualizations of the emergence of the refugee camp, in relation 

to Agamben’s, Walter’s and Khosravi’s notions of the camp’s exceptionality, I try to separate 

the perceptions of the camp’s nature and the figure of ‘the refugee’.  

     Section III contains a conclusion in form of a summarizing discussion of how the four 

characteristics analyzed in section two combine into the larger understanding of how 

(im)mobility is lived. 
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Methodology 

 

Positioning the use of terminology  

I have intentionally chosen not to include the word ‘displaced’, ‘refugee’ or ‘migrant’ in the title 

of this thesis, leaving it to be just an ethnographical study of (im)mobility in Jordan. As Nicholas De 

Genova (2013) argues, “if there were no borders, there would be no migrants—only mobility 

(253)”, and likewise, if there were no nation states, there would be no citizens or refugees, only 

humans. The choice to leave the meaning of the title open should not be understood as a 

generalization of the experiences of (im)mobility. My intention is not to make any metaphysical 

argument about mobility, but rather to refuse the “continuous requirement that our fetishized 

social ‘realities’ be re-fetishized, that their objectivity be re-objectified (De Genova 2013: 252)”. 

In other words, as I seek to offer a more multifaceted understanding of what it means to be 

(im)mobile in contemporary time, to simultaneously reproduce terms such as ‘refugee’, 

‘migrant’ or ‘displaced’ I would contravene my own reasoning.  

 
by constituting undocumented migrants (the people) as an epistemological and ethnographic 

“object” of study, social scientists, however unwittingly, become agents in an aspect of the everyday 

production of those migrants’ “illegality” (De Genova 2002: 423).  

 

My interlocutors all refer to themselves as ‘Syrians’ in everyday conversations. However, in an 

attempt to be self-reflexive of my own contribution to “the ongoing nationalization of ‘society’ 

(De Genova 2013: 252)”, I have chosen not to refer to my interlocutors as ‘Syrians’, but as ‘the 

people I have talked to’, ‘my interlocutors’, or just simply with reference to their pseudonyms. 

It is true that my interlocutors all have left Syria, a nation state that emerged with the national 

project, as all other states. However, my interlocutors’ experiences are not specifically ‘Syrian 

experiences’ i.e. the stories presented in this thesis are not results of any essential ‘Syrian-ness’ 

or any chain of events specific for Syria, but rather of a conventional external understanding of 

what it has meant to be a Syrian abroad these last seven years. Their experiences should not be 
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generalized, but they should simultaneously not be considered as experiences of a specific 

‘displaced group’ in a specific place. Therefore, I exclusively use terms such as ‘displaced’, 

‘refugee’, ‘migrant’ or ‘Syrian’ in reference to discussions of scholarship and theories, as I 

consistently exclude these vocabularies in reference to my interlocutors. 

 

Voices of mobility  

During my first years of academic studies, my travels to Jordan played a major role in my 

increasing interest and attachment to the region we call the Middle East. It was from 

periodically living and working in Jordan during 2016 and 2017 that the interest in the 

dimensions of mobility really formed. The growing awareness of the ways my passport formed 

a reality that differentiates me from many people I met in Jordan, motivated me to investigate 

the forces, mechanisms and power relations making these realities. Nevertheless, this theme was 

not something I witnessed from an outside perspective, but rather something I was part of from 

the very beginning.  

     I specifically remember a day in the end of April 2017. I and Ismail were sitting at a 

coffeehouse with the view over downtown and we had just ordered something to eat as he told 

me that he had decided to move to Saudi Arabia. As I was trying to argue about his choice to 

leave, he told me that the only reason why I appreciate Jordan is because I can leave. Yet, for 

him, it is a prison, beautifully decorated with friends, restaurants or other joyful places. He was 

done, he told me. Five years of working with something just to make life bearable, he had to try 

something else, to feel like he was going somewhere, forward in life. Saudi was the only place 

he told me, and now was the only time. With his brother already living in Saudi, he had 

managed to attain a visitors-visa on which he would be able to stay if he just renewed it every 

third month once he arrived. 

     Listening to his reasoning I remember feeling ashamed of my own arguments in my attempt 

to convince him to stay. He was right. Jordan was not the same for me as for him. Nonetheless, 

at that time I had just started to ‘settle’ and inhabit some kind of comfort zone in which he was 

a part of. Ironically, him leaving felt difficult for me.  

      Avtar Brah (1996) writes “every border, in resonance with other borders, embodies a unique 

narrative (195)”. This is also true for Jordan: it is a significant place for this study both because 

of its geographical proximity to the Syrian state, but also because of the number of Syrian 
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nationals residing inside the borders of Jordan, which ever since 2013 have been closed 

periodically (Aljazeera 2015; Al-Khalidi 2013; Ibrahim 2018). Over 600 000 Syrian citizens are 

registered as refugees in Jordan (UNHCR 2018b), but the real number on Jordanian soil is 

assumed to be over one million (Jordan Times 2018). More than 80% of all Syrian citizens who 

registered at the UNHCR in Jordan lives in urban spaces (UNHCR 2018a), and this number 

alone reveals a dimension of mobility. However, before the events in Syria 2011, Jordan was 

already considered a “containment zone for regional migration (El Dardiry 2017: 703)” 

(together with other nations in the region). The conflict in Palestine 1948, the First Persian Gulf 

war in 1990 and the Iraqi war in 2003 forced millions of Palestinians and hundred-thousands 

of Iraqis to settle temporarily in Jordan. In present time, more than 2 million Palestinians are 

registered as refugees in Jordan, of which almost a half million still lives in refugee camps on 

Jordanian soil. Additionally, almost 70 000 registered Iraqi refugees resides in Jordan as well 

(UNHCR 2018c; UNRWA 2018b). 

     To investigate meaning production, according to Ann Gray (2002), is not necessarily built 

on long periods of observation, but could as successfully be understood through descriptive 

accounts such as interviews. It is not only the features such as geographical territory which 

constitute this narrative of mobility but also the particular experiences of different people. Thus, 

it is the combination of the people and the geographical place in this case that makes this study 

unique (Brah 1996: 195), but hopefully it will also contribute to a larger understanding of the 

themes presented in this thesis.  

     In gathering the data for this study, I have traveled and lived in Jordan periodically between 

the spring 2017 and 2018, totalizing a period approximately 6 months. During this time, I 

conducted ten semi-structured interviews with Syrians now living in Jordan outside of the 

official refugee camps, three group-interviews and seven individual interviews, totaling thirteen 

participants, six men and seven women. Nine interviews were conducted in Amman and one 

in Irbid. People who are considered to be ‘displaced’ while living in spaces outside of refugee 

camps are actively operating within the border-nation-human space and can therefore 

contribute with new knowledge about experiences of (im)mobility that is otherwise unregistered 

by scholars and the authorities alike.  

     I composed an interview guide with themes outlining a starting point for the conversations. 

It was written in both English and in Arabic for the additional purpose to function as a linguistic 

support while I conducted the interviews. The formulated questions functioned mainly as a 

means to initiate discussions. All interviews took different directions and thus, which questions 

were asked, how they were expressed and in what order differed in every conversation. The full 
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interview guide is included in the appendix. The recorded interviews were conducted on the 

explicit premise that everyone participating would be given the possibility to read the passages 

in retrospect. Also, if regretting sharing something with me I would restrain from including it in 

the study, a principle that equally applied if regretting participating in the interview as such 

after it was conducted.   

     I have not given any attention to age, gender, religion, ethnicity, local origin or socio-

economic circumstances for the purpose of this research. Rather, the motivation for writing this 

thesis fhas been to understand the conceptions of (im)mobility with the presumption that the 

lived experiences would matter for anyone, regardless of such distinctions. Thus, leaving the 

simple definition of those I have engaged with to be Syrian citizens who have left Syria for a 

temporary resettlement in urban Jordan. The interviews together compose approximately 17 

hours recorded empirical data, with each interview lasting between 50 minutes up to almost 3 

hours.  

      I performed the interviews in Arabic and independent of an interpreter: I have good 

knowledge in spoken Syrian and Jordanian dialect. Nevertheless, Arabic is my third language, 

thus concerns about the limitations of moments of in-communicability was a central part in 

considering the methodological limitations of conducting the interviews. Nonetheless, in 

weighing the advantages and disadvantages of different interview methods, I came to the 

conclusion that it would be more beneficial to conduct the interviews independently. I have 

based this decision on two main factors: First, the validity of the data: to perform interviews 

independently make me solely responsible for the data and accountable for its credibility and 

how it is presented. Second, with respect to the social context of the field: During my former 

travels to Jordan I have on a few occassions experienced encounters with l-muḫābarāt, the 

Jordanian security police, while spending time with Syrian citizens living in the Jordanian urban 

spaces. From these encounters it is evident an anxiety from being sent back to Syria or to any 

of the refugee camps in Jordan. Therefore, to be dependent of an interpreter (a local) means 

taking a risk of important experiences not being shared because of fear of that the interpreter 

would be connected to l-muḫābarāt. Furthermore, the careful examination of the recorded 

conversations has helped me to, on a later stage, map nuances and details in our conversations.  

      Furthermore, Thomas Csordas (1999: 146) highlights the gap between language and 

experience, claiming that language is only a representation of experience, and does therefore 

constitute experience rather than denote it. He claims that, beyond oral representations of 

experience, there are also “bodily processes of perception by which those representations come 

into being (147)”. Accordingly, in order to give the interviews a contextually larger significance, 
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I have on a daily basis volunteered at two different organizations located in Amman, one where 

Syrian staff provide psychosocial support for Syrian families, and a Jordanian organization 

which provides different basic services for people living in muḫayyamāt ‘ašwā’iyya, so called 

‘irregular camps’ throughout Jordan, that is, people who have ‘illegally’ left the official camps, 

tahrīb, in order to live in private camps away from the organized settings by the UNHCR. 

      I participated in their daily work and projects as a volunteer but also as a researcher with 

my purpose openly stated. Ann Gray claims that “traditionally, anthropology aims to ‘discover’, 

through extended participant observation, the ways of life of particular cultures (94)”. In taking 

issue with this statement, participant observation is not what I did in Jordan: I did not participate 

in another ‘culture’ in order to reveal another way of life. Therefore, I have intentionally 

decided not to call it ‘participant observation’, but instead ‘contextual engagement’. Lila Abu-

Lughod (1991) emphasizes the danger of recognizing the divisions of self and other as givens. 

Instead she claims that culture is itself embedded in a historical genealogy formed on this very 

division. Hence, the criteria for anthropologists have been to preserve the communities of study 

to appear ‘other’ in contrast to the identity of the researcher. Drawing from this, I suggest that 

to spend time with my interlocutors and to conceptualize the contexts shaping relative 

experiences of mobility, does not imply any phenomenon essential nationally or culturally. 

Rather, my interlocutors’ narratives can reveal the historical and geographical interconnections 

with our understanding of ‘displacement’, ‘nationalism’, ‘identity’ and ‘refugee-ness’. Thus, 

while my interlocutors experiences can provide a human portrait of the human-nation 

relationship, the purpose of this examination is not to reveal a cultural or national meaning of 

displacement and mobility, but rather, to demonstrate a group of people’s experiences 

performing as testimonial to the larger understanding of what it means to involuntarily be 

trapped in a particular geographic place, not having opportunities to independently decide 

where to live or where to go.   

     In this respect, this study is rather a project where I, as a person who have some kind of papers, 

interact with people who have another kind of papers, recognizing that both me as an individual 

and a researcher and my interlocutors, have been given different roles in these politics and are 

thus both differently involved with it and affected by it. Thus, I contend that I cannot 

‘participate’ in their experiences of (im)mobility because the issues, difficulties and obstacles my 

interlocutors encounter can I never equally experience. 
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Keeping distance?   

I traveled to Jordan for the first time in 2013, through an exchange course in Arabic studies at 

Gothenburg university. Since then, through travels between Sweden and Jordan, I have 

developed close friendships and good knowledge in spoken ‘āmmiyya ’urduniyya w-sūriyya, 

colloquial Jordanian and Syrian dialect. It is through established contacts and friends in Amman 

that I gained access to my interlocutors. Some of my interlocutors I knew since before, and some 

I did not know. Many of my interlocutors have not only participated in interviews but engaged 

with my project on a daily basis during my time spent in Jordan, inviting me to different events 

of interest for my research, introducing me for friends and families and sharing their life stories. 

Some of my interlocutors have also given me invaluable support in listening and interpreting 

specific passages in the recordings that, for me, otherwise would have been impossible to 

interpret.  

     However, I too shared my life stories. In fact, in most situations I was not only considered to 

be a researcher, but as much someone familiar, a friend, and in some cases, a very close one. I 

remember a few evenings when I, Lina, Eima and Nadine spent time together, having coffee 

and ’arkīle, hookah, at Nadine’s and Eima’s place. How they talked about other ‘foreigners’ who 

had asked them about participating in various research projects, and me, feeling somewhat 

awkward, not knowing how to deal with my position as simultaneously being a friend and a 

researcher.  

     So, how did I keep distance in a context of evolving acquaintances and friendships? Or, a 

perhaps even more imperative question, how did I position myself to the ‘danger’ of going 

native? Lila Abu-Lughod (1991) argues that “What we call the outside is a position within a 

larger political-historical complex (467)”. Likewise, De Genova (2013: 252) claims that there is 

no “neutral ground” but that scholars of migration “are of the connections” contributing to the 

gap between human and geographical categorizations. Drawing from this, I believe that the 

notion of ‘keeping distance’, i.e. as an anthropologist reinforce the gap between self and other, 

is solely a question of positionality. Thus, it is crucial to challenge the notion of ‘objectivity’ and 

‘nativity’ as antonyms, meaning that not being ‘native’ naturally implies being objective. 

 
Probably the simplest aspect of the common sense of anthropology to which this image corresponds 

is the sense of physical immobility. Natives are in one place, a place to which explorers, 

administrators, missionaries, and eventually anthropologists, come. These outsiders, these observers, 
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are regarded as quintessentially mobile; they are the movers, the seers, the knowers. The natives are 

immobilized by their belonging to a place (Appadurai 1988: 37). 

 

Appadurai argues that the anthropologist rarely consider him/her-self as a place, even though 

we all are from somewhere (1988: 37). Thus, we are all natives, which implies that to perform 

studies in other places where we are not natives, does not mean objectivity. As Abu-Lughod 

convincingly argues, while ethnographic research are always partial truths, we should not forget 

that they are also positioned truths (1991:469). Likewise, Orin Starn (2015) argues that 

 
we’re always partial prisoners of the ways we’ve been trained to see, no matter how much we want 

to flatter ourselves on our open-mindedness. What anthropologists “discover” in the field inevitably 

refracts, often mirrors, the discipline’s agendas of the moment (6). 

 

Drawing from this, instead of taking caution of keeping distance, I argue that it is rather more 

important to recognize “the various connections and interconnections, historical and 

contemporary, between a community and the anthropologist… not to mention the world to 

which he or she belongs and which enables him or her to be in that particular place studying 

that group (Abu-Lughod 1991: 472)”. This implies the recognition that “there is no neutral 

ground (De Genova 2013: 252)”. In other words, there is no outside position beyond the 

question that I am examining but I am as much a part of this context as anyone else.  

 

Ethical fantasy  

We need to ask questions about the historical processes by which it came to pass that people like 

ourselves could be engaged in anthropological studies of people like those, about the current world 

situation that enables us to engage in this sort of work in this particular place, and about who has 

preceded us and is even now there with us (tourists, travelers, missionaries, AID consultants, Peace 

Corps workers). We need to ask what this “will to knowledge” about the Other is connected to in 

the world (Abu-Lughod 1991: 473). 

 

Dilemmas of doing ethnography today do not only concern the issue of the researcher’s 

positionality in relation to the validity and reliability of knowledge-production as discussed in 

the previous section, but also involves the relationship between the researcher and the 

researched, the knower and the known. The word ‘reflexivity’ has arguably become the trend 
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within anthropological debates regarding ethics, implying the importance of reflecting one’s 

own position in relation to one’s research and interlocutors. However, using what Peter Pels 

(2014) calls “epistemological shared time”, I argue for the need to recognize the power-relations 

on which anthropology and ethnography is historically based on. Furthermore, John and Jean 

Comaroff (1992) argue that ethnography, is “a historically situated mode of understanding 

historically situated contexts (9f)”. Thus, in ethnography today, it is not enough claiming that 

ethnographies might perhaps be instruments of othering, but real considerations of the effects 

of our writings is necessary (Comaroff 1992).  Considering the fact that I come from the Middle 

East Studies Department, it is in this case especially impossible to ignore the ‘shared time’ in 

the attempt to situate this project in relation to ethnography as method, but also to the 

contemporary contexts in which we try to understand ourselves and our interlocutors. As 

Edward Said argued,  

 
To speak of scholarly specialization as a geographical “field” is, in the case of Orientalism, fairly revealing 

since no one is likely to imagine a field symmetrical to it called Occidentalism (Said 2003: 50). 

 

     Thus, to claim intersubjective harmony in ethnographical research today through terms of 

advocacy, collaboration or dialogue, is an “ethical fantasy (Pels 2014: 212)”, an ignorance of 

the asymmetrical power-relations still at play. Subsequently, the asymmetry on which 

anthropology and ethnography was founded, does not disappear only through the rephrasing 

of terms of the relationship of researcher and subject, but requires a recognition of the shared 

historical path leading up to present time where claiming intersubjectivity must be understood 

as decontextualizing autonomy. Maher’s response to my question about feeling settled in 

Jordan, sharing my own perspectives with him regarding this issue, demonstrate this 

unescapable asymmetry:  

 

Maher: Hanna, qāranti ḥālik fīnā, neḥna w-’inti miš netqāranš min ba‘ḍ, lēš? ḥassa ’anti jāye la-

hūn dirāsa, manḥā dirāsiyya, m-’ammene māddiyyan, ‘ārife ḥālik ’inti raḥ tugu‘dī šahr, iṯnēn 

ṯalāṯ, ba‘dēn raḥ tarja‘ī ‘a-beytik. ’inti w-mawjūda hūn, ’abūki ’ijī la-‘andik, ’ummik ’ijat la-‘andik, 

ḫaṭībik ’ijī la-‘andik, šuftīhum, ṭala‘ti ‘a-lubnān ma‘ ḫaṭībik, ṭala‘ti min lubnān ‘a-turkiyya ma‘ 

ḫaṭībik w-raja‘ti ‘a-l-’urdun, ‘ārife ḥālik ’inti šahr w-rāji‘a ‘a-l-swēd. tab ’inti lamā tijī tugu‘dī hūn 

ġasban ‘anak?[…] lamā ’inti ta‘īšī bi-makān mantīš ‘ārife amēt biddik tarja‘i ‘a-baladik? ’aw ’inti 

bi-’imkānak tarja‘i la-baladik bas qarār ṣa‘b.. la-’annu baladik mū ‘āmin. 
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Maher: Hanna, you compared yourself with us, we and you do not compare with each other, why? 

Now you come here for studies, for the aim to study, financially insured, you know that you will 

stay here a month, two three, then you will return to your home. When you are here, your dad 

came to you, your mom came to you, your fiancé came to you, you saw them, you went to 

Lebanon with your fiancé, you went from Lebanon to Turkey with your fiancé and you came 

back to Jordan, you know that after a month you will go back to Sweden. Okay, so what about 

when you come and sit here against your will?[…] When you live in a place where you don’t 

know when you can go back to your country? Or that you are able go back to your country but 

the decision is hard.. Because your country is not safe.  

 

Facing no national barriers, I am what Catrin Lundström (2014) calls the opposite of the 

migrant. My body being ‘out of place’ is instead related to other attributes such as an expat, a 

student, a tourist, a mobile professional or just a European, many things, but not a migrant. 

There are certain adjectives your body and story need to correspond with to be one.  

     In this light, I have experienced difficulties with coming to terms with the complexities of 

myself being able to be in Jordan, listening to testimonies of peoples’ experiences of being 

immobile while I simultaneously enjoy unlimited mobility. Unable to reduce this asymmetry, I 

believe it is significant to move away from a perspective of ‘keeping distance’, and instead value 

the emerging relations with the people one collaborates with, daring to be subjective and daring 

to locate both oneself and interlocutors in the research.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Papers – a validation of existence   

 

I asked Nadine how everything was going, did they find a way to get Eima the duḫūl w-‘awda, exit 

and return-paper yet? She didn’t know how many possible wāsṭa, contact[s], she had asked to help 

them, perhaps fifteen or twenty, she had even talked with actual deputies at the migration 

department, but nothing.  

     She wanted to be strong and confident she told me, and for a long time she didn’t tell her 

mother in France that it perhaps wouldn’t work, that they would perhaps not be able to reunite. 

Until yesterday. Telling her mother three simple words “I miss you” and she didn’t have to say 

more. Her tearful eyes alone revealed the bitter truth: they were not going anywhere.   

 

In 1995 Giorgio Agamben commented on Hannah Arendt’s article “We refugees”, arguing that 

“precisely fifty years later” it had “not lost any of its currency” (1995: 114). Accordingly, 23 

years after the publication of his article, I am confident in making the same argument. For, as 

Agamben wrote then, the debate of the outcomes of the national order, human rights and 

categorizations of human lives is still evident both in popular and academic literature. Talha 

Jalal (2014: 318) writes, “the history of nationalism is also, to a great extent, the history of human 

displacement”. Adding to Jalal’s statement, I suggest that the history of nationalism is not only 

connected to what we understand as ‘human displacement’ but also history of human 

(im)mobility. Resulting from the construction of the nation state was the emergence of the 

documentation of peoples territorial belonging, i.e. categorizations of existence that 

consequently effected and still effects humans’ relative ability to move.  

     Anderson (2006: 143f) argued that the imagined natural ties to the territorial nation state, 

resulted in an understanding of the nation as interestless, natural. This naturalization implies 

that social belonging and cultural identity is tied to territory as opposed to social community 

(Chatty 2010: 9). In this respect, human life is constructed in a natural order where the nativity 

is only understood as national nativity, and what is essential for national nativity is soil (Malkki 

1992: 29).  

     The nationalist discourse plays an essential role in understanding the different dimensions 

regulating human mobility today since the division of peoples and territories have resulted in a 
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world where documents, maps and laws have become a question of official existence. That is 

what Agamben calls politization of the biological body (Agamben 1998). In citing Hannah 

Arendt from 1943, Talha Jalal (2014) writes that “passports or birth certificates, and sometimes 

even income tax receipts, are no longer formal papers but matters of social distinction (321)”. 

These are also matters of mobility. For, in the construction of the nation state system, individual 

and international states “successfully monopolized the legitimate authority to permit movement 

within and across their jurisdictions (Torpey 2000: 9)”. To make this possible, a discourse about 

who belongs and who does not, who is welcome and who is not, was crucial, and documents 

such as passports and identity certificates played a significant part in the forming of this 

discourse (12). 

     Eima and Nadine arrived in Jordan together with their family in 2013. Being dissidents 

against the Syrian government as their father simultaneously was an officer in the national army, 

there were no other choice but to leave the country. It was first when they left Syria the family 

piece by piece got parted. Family member after family member left the apartment they had 

rented all together when they first arrived in Amman. In 2014 their father took the route over 

the Mediterranean Sea, a trip that took him 10 months to reach his final destination, France.  

     Ever since he reached France in 2015 the main ambition for Eima and Nadine has been to 

find a way to reunite. Having received three rejections for family reunion from the French state, 

and with the last response permitting only their mother to leave, the sisters have now started to 

look for alternative exit strategies. At the moment the sisters have registered at an international 

music project which will make a tour this summer in some of the Schengen countries, one of 

the stops will be France. In order to get the Schengen visitor’s visa, they have had to buy plane 

tickets and pay for residence in every country, a sum of money that will disappear in a moment 

if they are rejected a visa. However, to be able to even apply for the visa, to insure the visa-

giving state that it will not be a permanent stay, they need to get a certification from the 

Jordanian Government saying that they, as Syrians, are permitted to enter the country again if 

they choose to leave, duḫūl w-‘awda, a paper that for many is impossible to get.  

 

Nadine: bas b-yaktab ‘a-l-hawiyye ’inti kīf fāyte, halla’, ’inti kīf fāyte hēk kamān tal‘ab dūr bi-l-

ḥayāt, lamā ykūn tahrīb ’aw lamā ykūn niẓāmī. 

 

Nadine: They just write on the identity-card how you entered [Jordan], now, how you entered like 

this also plays a role in life, when it is illegal or when it is according to the rules.  
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The certificate, duḫūl w-‘awda, exit and return, can only be applied by those Syrians who entered 

Jordan by air, getting an official entry stamp in the passport at the airport. Eima however, 

belongs to those who came to Jordan overland through the border between Syria and Jordan, 

and is thus not permitted to obtain this certificate.  

 

Nadine: halla’ Eima lāzim ’it’addim l-muwāfaqa ma‘ī, w-hiyye fāyte tahrīb. 

Eima: ’anā fāyte tahrīb, mamnū‘.. 

Nadine: fa-halla’ ya‘nī ‘am nḥāwil nas’al nās […] Eima rāḥat ’imbāriḥ w-’ila‘ūa. 

Eima: ḥāwalet ma‘o ’ultillo bas ḫalīnī ’āḫud ṭalab ’adamo ’allī mamnū‘ […]  ’allī ‘izā biddek 

ba‘ṭīk wara’et ḫurūj  balā ‘awde.  

Nadine: ’āl fī wara’e ḫurūj bidūn ‘awde bas hey l-wara’a.. 

Eima: hay mā bis, lā’.. 

Nadine: ya‘nī l-safāra l-fransiyye hiyya bidda war’et ḫurūj w-‘awde la-taḍman ’innek rāji‘a ‘a-l-

’urdun, ya‘nī šū biddun ya‘malū fīkī ’izā ruḥti w-mā raja‘tī? 

 

Nadine: Now Eima must apply for the permission with me, and she entered illegally.  

Eima: I entered illegally, [so it’s] forbidden..  

Nadine: So now like we are trying to ask people […] Eima went yesterday and they made her 

leave. 

Eima: I tried with him I told him to just let me take the application [to] apply for it he told me 

it’s forbidden […] He told me if you want to I can give you the paper for exit without return. 

Nadine: He said that there is an exit-paper without return but this paper.. 

Eima: This doesn’t, no.. 

Nadine: Like the French embassy wants the exit and entry paper to ensure that you are returning 

to Jordan, like what should they do with you if you went and you didn’t return? 

 

Eima’s and Nadine’s story evidently demonstrates the significant role of papers in relation to 

the outcome of peoples’ lives, and that papers have become a way of understanding the 

difference between legal and illegal when it comes to human mobility flows. Further, it is not 

only the question of having paper or not, but evident in Eima’s and Nadine’s situation is how 

the different categorizations and documentations of peoples function as a determining factor 

determining relative mobility. Khosravi (2010) argues, “the modern nation-state has claimed 

the right to preside over the distinction between useful (legitimate) and wasted (illegitimate) lives 

(3)”. Thus, the degree of mobility is two-dimensional: it is a matter of either not having papers, 

or perhaps worse, having undesirable kinds of papers. Visibly, these matters are related to a 

historically embedded and geographically organized world order.  
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Emergence of documents as representations of life 

As scholarship have urged, the national narrative needs to be recognized as a construction for 

the purpose to serve political objectives of a certain time and place. Nevzat Soguk (1999) 

demonstrates how the emergence of different official documents constructing different 

representations of life was instrumental for articulating the territorial state as a natural condition 

of life (128ff).  

 
national passports emerged as yet another instrument of “envisioning” the state and its counterparts, 

the citizen and the nation. National passports became a normal part of the daily rhythm of statecraft, 

signifying a specific organization of lite into territorial insides and outsides, of which passports in 

various shapes and colors, were to be the symbolic demonstration (132). 

 

Another crucial part of ‘the daily rhythm’ was the state’s monopolization of authorizing mobility 

of peoples (Torpey 2000). For, in the national narrative it is the citizens who, in a natural 

relation with territory, constitute the nation. The very foundation of the territorial state is thus 

“threatened when people cross borders, leaving spaces where they “belong” and entering those 

where they do not (2000: 12)”. Protecting these associations is a primary strategic concern of 

the state. Indeed, the most recognized right of the sovereign state is to decide who has the right 

to enter its territory. Nevertheless, as much as keeping undesired humans outside of the nation 

affects human mobility, so do the attempts to keep its national subjects inside. For, what is left 

of a territorial nation when those who make the body of the nation, leave? For many people 

who left Syria, mobility is not only a question inside of Jordan or between other external borders 

but it became a part of their lives already inside Syria. For, as much as Jordan or any other state 

regulates the entry of outsiders in order to maintain the virtue of the nation, for the same reason, 

when people started to leave because of the violence in Syria, the Syrian government made 

similar efforts to prevent citizens from leaving the country. 

     Maryam and Lina’s testimonies demonstrate that (im)mobility is not only manifested in 

issues of entering another nation, but also about depart from one’s own.   

 

Maryam: ruḥt ma‘ ahlī ka-qismeyn, neḥna ṭala‘nā ‘alā qismeyn.. qism l-’awwal ’ijā la-hūn ‘a-l-

’urdun neḥna kunnā l-qism l-tāni, li-’anno ’anā kunt ’anā muwaẓẓafe w-bi-l.. mamnū‘ ’aṭla‘ barra 

sūriya ’izā mā hinne ya‘ṭūnī muwāfa’a, mā ṣaraḥūlī ’aṭla‘, ’innu lāzim ’āl ’itwaqqa‘ ‘alā l-

muwāfaqa ’innik ’intī.. ya‘nī l-dawla lāzim taṣraḥlī ’innī ’anā sāfir, fa-hinnen ṣaraḥūlī ’innī sāfir w-
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.. w-mā ‘arifānīn ’innī jāye ‘a-l-’urdun, ḥinnen metwaqqa‘īn ’innī ṭāli‘a siyāḥa li-lubnān. ’anā 

mudarrise […] tuḫluṣ l-madrase bi-šahr sitte, tamām? ya‘nī ’anā šahr sitte ‘andī ‘aṭle fa-hinne 

ya‘ṭūnī ’ijāze ’innī ’aṭla‘ bi ‘aṭletī hāy, ya‘nī ’anā rūḥ ‘alā lubnān w-’erja‘, ya‘nī mā-nun ‘arifānīn 

’innī rāyiḥe ‘a-lubnān w-bi-lubnān ṭāli‘a ‘alā l-urdun […] 

Hanna: mā sa’alūkī ya‘nī lēš ’aw hēk..? 

Maryam: ḥattā hēk mā samaḥūlī! ’anā lawlā mā ‘andī šaḫṣ hunīk ‘amalnī wāsiṭa sammaḥlī, ḥakālī 

ma‘ ’aktar min šaḫṣ mišān ya‘ṭūnī wara’et l-muwāfa’a wa-la muḫallaīnlī ’aṭla‘ w-’anā ḍallēṭ 

stannēt la-šahr sitte, ya‘nī ’anā w-bābā, yaḍṭarr yaḍall ma‘ī kurmālī ’anā. 

Lina: huwwa lissa bi-l-fatra ‘illi ṭala‘ti fīhā ’inti kānū ‘am b-ya‘ṭū ’ijāzāt, ba‘d fatra hunnen šāfū 

’innu hadūl mā.. 

Maryam: ‘am taṭla‘ mā ‘am tarja‘. 

Lina: mā ‘ad ruḍiyū wa-la ’ijāze, ya‘nī ḥattā l-muwaẓẓafīn ‘aġlabun maḥṭūṭ ‘alleyhun 

mamnū‘ muġādara, mamnū‘ yuġādir sūriya.. ’izā b-iġādir sūriya, b-ya‘tabirūh munšaqq […] 

Maryam: ḥattā law muwaẓẓafe ḥukūmiyye hinne mā biddun kān ḥadā.. ya‘nī yaṭla‘, ’innu l-nās 

kunnā ‘am taṭla‘ [sic], tuhrub, tuhrub, tuhrub, tuhrub fa-ḥāsse l-nās ’innu ‘am tuhrub, fa-’inti 

lāzim mā taṭla‘ī! 

Lina: ‘am yamsikūh. 

Maryam: ‘am yamsikūh l-šaḫṣ.. 

 

Maryam: I went with my family in two parts, we went in two parts.. the first part came here to 

Jordan [and] we were the second part, because I was an employee at the.. [it was] forbidden for 

me to go outside Syria if they didn’t give me a permission, they didn’t permit me to leave, that 

[they] must [he said] sign the permission that you.. like the state has to permit me that I [can] 

travel, so they permitted me so that I could travel and.. and they did not know that I was going to 

Jordan, they thought that I was leaving for tourism to Lebanon. I am a teacher […] School finishes 

in June ok? Like in June I have holiday so they gave me vacation [so] that I [could] go on this 

holiday, like I go to Lebanon and return, like they do not know that I will go to Lebanon and then 

from there travel to Jordan […] 

Hanna:  Didn’t they ask you why or so..? 

Maryam: Even if it was so they wouldn’t let me! If I didn’t have a person there that fixed a personal 

contact for me [to] permit me, he talked to more than one person in order for them to give the 

permission and they wouldn’t had let me go and I stayed I waited until June, like me and my dad, 

he had to stay for my sake.  

Lina: Still in the period when you left they were giving vacations, but after a while they realized 

that these [people] don’t.. 

Maryam: They are leaving, they are not coming back.  
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Lina: They didn’t permit any vacation, like even most of the employees are forbidden to leave, [it 

is] forbidden to leave Syria.. If one leaves Syria, they consider him separated […] 

Maryam: Even if you are employed by the state they didn’t want anyone to.. Like leave, like that 

people were leaving, they were fleeing, fleeing, fleeing, fleeing, so [the authorities] noticed that 

the people are fleeing, so you are not allowed to leave! 

Lina: They’re catching him. 

Maryam: They’re catching the person.. 

 

Evidently, (im)mobility should not solely be understood in relation to crossing external 

borders, but as a situation of many stages. That is, (im)mobility is not a geographical 

beginning and end. Rather, it is a situation of constant change. This is also the reason for 

why this study should be understood as an ethnographical study of (im)mobility, without 

giving too much significance to the geographical space. It is true that I have met everyone in 

Jordan between the 2017 and 2018, but my interlocutors (im)mobility extends beyond, both 

spatially and temporarily.  

     The outlook of a world system where documents serve as a requirement for mobility has 

not always existed. In Hadramawt, southern Yemen, for instance, Engseng Ho (2006) 

demonstrates how in 1937 the British Empire imposed the concept of a national citizen on a 

region where life had been articulated differently until then. Explaining how the Hadrami 

diaspora historically established themselves throughout the Indian Ocean and maintained 

an association with Southern Arabia by negotiating identities through a genealogy, Ho 

(2006) demonstrates how western invasion reconstructed identities to be articulated in 

national and political terms. Consequently, those identified as diasporic creoles, offsprings of 

another world-order, “straddled the widening gap between internal and external found 

themselves having to decide where they belonged, if indeed the choice was theirs to make 

(247)”. The free mobility that the Hadramis had enjoyed earlier ended as the British empire 

colonized Hadramawt  in the 20th century. Ho demonstrates that the diasporic life of travel 

and return under this British decree suddenly became “troublesome, if not suspect (247)” 

which is also visible in contemporary national discourse where cross-border travel is 

understood as abnormal (Torpey 2000: 19; Hindess 2000).  

     It was in this context that the passport became crucial for the accessibility of mobility. For 

the 20th century Hadramis it meant finding loopholes in order to be able to enjoy some 

degree of mobility in the new world order; British Yemeni subjects of certain categorial 

distinctions were given greater travel rights and since the colonial regime was unaware of 
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categorizations based on family names, a part of the Hadrami diaspora was able to attain 

Dutch and British passports by adding a name indicating such categorial distinction to their 

applications. This enabled many Hadramis who would otherwise not have been granted a 

passport, to enjoy the privileging societal position normally held solely by people within these 

categories (Ho 2006: 279).  

     Likewise, Isa Blumi (2013) in his book Ottoman Refugees, demonstrates how changing 

identity politics in the late Ottoman Empire enabled many subjects, Egyptian Orthodox 

Christian Tosk Albanian migrants, for instance, to claim Greek citizenship. This granted 

them privileges such as travel rights, something other Ottoman subjects did not have. Blumi 

argues that holding ‘Greek’ citizenship did not necessarily imply national identity claims, but 

demonstrates how many categorical ‘Greeks’ in the empire simultaneously socialized as 

Albanians, Vlach, Bulgarians, or Serbs (2013: 83f). Drawing from Ho’s and Blumi’s 

contributions, I emphasize the ways similar political rhetoric results in similar actions among 

the otherwise legally immobile today. In other words, while mobility always has been 

significant in accordance to the understanding of freedom, in different places and different 

times, humans have always found strategies for being mobile when conditions formally 

restricted them. While both Blumi and Ho, in contrast to the teleological understanding of 

the modern world, offer narratives of peoples being eminently mobile and where identity as 

much as borders was in flux, I try to demonstrate the difficulties of being mobile in another 

world, in another time. For, as the 20th century Hadramis or the 19th century Ottoman 

migrants due to the changing world order and new identity negotiations, found their own 

ways of enjoying degrees of mobility, the static understanding of national identity in present 

time results in other types of experiences, as is the case for people stranded in Jordan. Torpey 

(2000) argues that today people have “become dependent on states for the possession of an 

“identity” from which they can escape only with difficulty and which may significantly shape 

their access to various spaces (4)”.  

 

Fadi: masalan ’anā, beynī w-beynik, mā fī far’, bi-l-manṭiq, bi-l-.. bi-l-..tarkībe hēk, bi-l-š, bi-l-šī 

‘illi, ’ijīnā ‘aley ya‘nī ’anā, ’anā ḫala’et, ’anā ’ijēt ‘a-l-dunya, mitlī mitlak, maṯalan, ’aw mitlī mitl 

ḥada tānī, bas ’anā,  fī šī ḥaqīr, ḥakamnī, ’innu ’anā.. jinsiyya, jinsiyya mu‘ayyane, sūrī masalan, 

baladī ṣār fiyya ḥarb, ṭala‘et ‘alā l-’urdun.   

 

Fadi: For instance me, between me and you, there is no difference, logically, in the.. in the.. 

construction like this, with the, with the thing that, we came to like I, I originated, I came to the 

world, like you, for example, or like anybody else, but I, there is something despicable, [that] 
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judged me, that I am.. a nationality, a specific nationality, Syrian for instance, in my country it 

became war, [and] I went to Jordan.   

 

Stuck with a national identity given to him by the Syrian government and the rest of the 

international community, Fadi testifies for the difficulties of holding papers identifying him 

as a Syrian citizen in the contemporary world. He demonstrates that the importance of his 

condition is really only appreciable when taken in contrast to anybody else holding different 

kinds of national identities, comparing himself to me. He becomes, as Torpey (2000: 166) 

has argued, a prisoner of his own identity.  

 

The passport – a ticket for mobility? 

Just as the 20th century Hadramis or the 19th century Ottoman refugees, the immobile of 

the present too find their strategies to move and travel.  

 

Tariq: ṣār lāzim dā’iman yufakkir bi-ṭarī’a ’innu ya’dir yāḫud jinsiyya tāniyye […] ktīr ‘ālam ‘am 

b-tḥāwil bi-ṭuru’ tāniyye, fī ‘ālam ‘illi ma‘um maṣāriyye bištarīa, ‘illi, ‘illi biddo yuḥāwil ‘an ṭarī’ l-

mufawwaḍiyye, ’aw ‘illī yuḥāwil yaṭla‘ bi-ṭuru’, bi-tahrīb ‘alā ’urūbā […] kullo bi-l-nihāya huwwa 

kān biddhun hadaf l-wāḥid ‘illī huwa al-passport. huwa biddo yumazzi‘ juwāz as-safar ’ajnabī, b-

ya‘dir yafūt w-yatla‘ yartāḥ, b-ykūn illo šwayit ḥu’ū’ ‘arifti kīf?   

 

Tariq: it has become a must to always think of a way to get another nationality […] A lot of people 

are trying with other ways, there are people who have money [that] buy it, who, who wants to try 

through the UNHCR, or who tries to go through ways, through smuggling to Europe […] All of 

it in the end is [that] they wanted one only purpose which is the passport. He wants to pick a 

foreign passport, [so that] he can enter and go relax, [so that] he has some rights you know? 

 

As Torpey (2000) has shown, what is understood as illegal movement derives from the state’s 

monopolization of the authority to regulate movement; illegal mobility should in this light be 

understood as mobility unauthorized by the state (2000: 9). Today people pay enormous sums 

and take high risks in order to be able to travel as state authorizations aim to regulate and thus 

hinder some peoples’ mobility. Perhaps this is the most comprehensible through reading  

Khosravi's (2010) uncompromising words about the current condition in the Mediterranean: 
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The Mediterranean Sea has turned into a cemetery for transgressive travellers, and the floating dead 

bodies washing up on the shores of European tourist islands are evidence of border-necropolitics 

(28). 

 

     The passport in this context does not only serve as a document confirming citizenship and 

national identity, but, as much it has become an internationally recognized requirement for 

mobility, even though it does not guarantee gaining permission to travel across national borders 

(Torpey 2000: 163). Through the time spent with my interlocutors in Jordan, it is visible the 

awareness of the importance of the passport, although through a variety of perspectives. In 

different conversations the passport has become to symbolize either the ticket for freedom, or 

just another requirement for enabling further attempts of movement. Not all of my interlocutors 

held Syrian passports which also was an influencing factor of how one reasoned about the 

passport and interpreted its importance. The estimation of the passport as a ticket for freedom 

was usually connected with not having a passport, while having a passport revealed the bitter 

truth that while it is a requirement, it does not guarantee anything.  

     Holding a passport in present time or not, something somewhat alarming is some of the 

testimonies demonstrating that entering Jordan also involved losing one’s original passports and 

papers: arriving to Jordan, Said lost his Syrian identity-certificates: 

 

Said: b-yāḫudu minnik ’inti šū ma‘k.. hawiyye sūriyye, daftar ‘ēile l-sūrī.. l-’awrā’ l-šaḫṣiyye ’ante 

tkūn ma‘k.. l-’awrā’ik [sic] l-šaḫṣiyye. fa-haḏūl b-yāḫudū minnek.. ’anā kān ma‘ī hawiyyatī l-

sūriyye w-kullo, ’āḫadūhun minnī, hadūl mā b-yrajja‘ūhun, ḫalaṣ […] 

Hanna: ya‘nī humma ’āḫadūhun..? 

Said: ’āḫadūhun mā ‘ad šuftun wa-la ‘ad b-a‘rif wēnun. 

Hanna: okay? 

Said: Mm.. hawiyyatī ’anā mā ‘ad b-a‘rif wēn.. bass b-yḫallūn ma‘k l- daftar l-‘āile.. 

 

Said: They1 take what you have from you.. [the] Syrian ID, the Syrian family book.. the personal 

papers that you have with you.. the personal papers. So these they take from you.. I had my Syrian 

ID and everything with me, they took them from me, these they don’t return, that’s it […] 

Hanna: Like, they took them..? 

Said: They took them I haven’t seen them [since] nor do I know where they are.  

Hanna: Okay? 

                                                
1 The ‘they’ in this context meant the Jordanian authorities.    
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Said: Mm.. my ID-card I don’t know where it is.. they just let you keep the Family Book.. 

 

Likewise, Ahmad and Hala explain how they managed to keep Hala’s passport as she hid it 

from the Jordanian authorities.  

 

Ahmad: b-ykūn fī bāṣāt b-yāḫudūna ‘alā balde ’ismo l-mafraq, w-min hunīk minsallim ’iṯbātātna l-

sūriyye, b-yāḫudū minna hawiyyātna, hawiyyāt jawāz l-safar, daftar ‘aēle, ‘aqd zawāj, kull šī, 

’iṯbātāt sūriyye ‘illī ma‘na ’aḫadūha. 

Hanna: bas humme raja‘ūha? 

Hala: lā’. 

Ahmad: halla’, hunne ’aḫadūha, w-min sene, min sene ‘illī biddo hay l-’iṯbātāt.. yugaddim ṭalab, 

‘arifti šlūn? w-b-yrja‘ b-yāḫud l-’iṯbātāt l-sūriyye. 

Hanna: fa-halla’ ’intū ‘andkun jawāzāt l-suriyya, kamān? 

Ahmad: ’ā, neḥna halla’ zawjatī kān ma‘ha, mā sallamto, ḫabbētillha ’iyāh [...] 

Hala: l-jrābāt, ḥaṭṭēto ‘alā rijlī w-libist l-’ijrābāt w-libist l-būt w-rabaṭto. 

Ahmad: l-jawāz l-safar. 

Hala: li-’annu ‘izā masakūh b-yāḫudūh minni. 

Hanna: lēš biddun yāḫudūh ya‘nī? šū biddun ma‘-hāḏ l-šī ya‘nī? ’awwal šī bas b-yšūfūh w-ba‘dēn 

b-yrajja‘ūh, lēš lā’? [...] 

Ahmad: neḥna mā mna‘rif! [...] ‘arifti šlūn? neḥna mā mna‘rif hunne.. ya‘nī ḥattā, ’izā biddhum 

yaḥṣurū ‘adad sūriyyīn, ka-‘adad, b-iḥṣurū, bidūn mā yāḫudū l-’iṯbāt, ya‘nī, ’iḏā biddhum ya‘rifū 

kam šaḫṣ fāt ‘a-l-’urdun, b-ya‘rifūh, bidūn mā yāḫudū ’iṯbātak l-sūrī, bas hiyya kānat ‘ibāra ‘an 

’innu ’intī.. tqayyadī, ya‘nī tudḫulī ‘alā l-’urdun w-ḍallik fīhā, ‘arifti šlūn? ya‘nī ’innu nesma‘o 

neḥna ya‘nī.. fīha ’istifāda ya‘nī, fī musā‘adāt b-tijī ‘a-l-’urdun w-yiḥkūha mā b-a‘rif ’iḏā haḏ l-

kalām ṣaḥīḥ wa-la lā’.  

 

Ahmad: There are buses that take us to a village named Mafraq, and from there we hand over our 

Syrian documentations, they2 take our identifications from us, ID-cards passports, family book, 

marriage contract, everything, [the] Syrian documentations that we had with us they took. 

Hanna: But did they give it back? 

Hala: No. 

Ahmad: Now, they took it, and from a year ago, from a year ago the one who wants these 

documentations.. applies, you know? And goes back [and] take the Syrian documentations.  

Hanna: So now you have the Syrian passports, as well? 

Ahmad: Aa, we now my wife had it with her, I didn’t hand it over, I hid it for her [...] 

                                                
2 The ‘they’ in this context meant the Jordanian authorities. 
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Hala: The socks, I put it on my feet and I put on the socks and I put on the boots and tied it. 

Ahmad: The passport.  

Hala: Because if they seize it, they take it from me.  

Hanna: Why do they want to take it like? What do they want with this like? First of all they look at 

it and then they return it, why not? [...] 

Ahmad: We don’t know! [...] You see? We don’t know they.. like even, if they want to enumerate 

the number of Syrians, like a number, they [can] enumerate, without taking the documentation, 

like, if they want to know how many people entered Jordan, they [can] know it, without taking 

your Syrian documentation, but this meant that you.. were restricted [to leave], like you enter 

Jordan and you stay there, you know? Like that we hear like.. there is a gain like, there are supports 

that come to Jordan, and they [people] tell this I don’t know if these words are true or not. 

 

While these testimonies raise questions of the reasons for why the Jordanian authorities 

sometimes confiscate Syrian passports from those who enter the state by land, they also 

demonstrate how the passport is related to the question of evidence of existence, of confirming 

one’s story and perhaps most important, of a continued journey. Sitting in the living room at 

Ahmad’s and Hala’s place I remember not being able to fully grasp what it means to get one’s 

personal papers confiscated at a border. Afterwards, as I made notes about our meeting, I 

thought about myself constantly checking that my passport was still left in the little pocket in 

my bag, several times a day as I walked or went to different places. Further, the panic that would 

occur if I lost it, though it would only be a call to the embassy and 400 SEK away to get me a 

new one. It is important to notice that to actualize the passport as crucial for mobility while 

simultaneously not a guarantee, is embedded in a set of different means and collaborations 

between the state and other actors:  

 
During the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, for example, governments in Europe pressed 

steamship companies into overseeing for them whether particular people should be permitted to 

travel to the destinations they had chosen. Since the development of air travel, airline companies 

have been subjected to familiar obligations (Torpey 2000: 9f). 

 

Just as steamship companies in the 19th and 20th century were pressed by European 

governments to oversee the regulation of human mobility, airline companies today have similar 

responsibilities. The interrelationship between the airline companies, the government and travel 

possibilities is visible in the fact that airline regulations of movement correspond with the 

principles of the state (Torpey 2000: 9f).  
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Fadi: lamā kunt biddī ’aṭla‘ min lubnān ‘a-l-’urdun.. kunt ’anā, māmā w-jaddatī […] neḥna ma‘nā 

muwāfa’a min hūn min l-dāḫiliyye ’innu neḥna fīnā fūt ‘a-l-’urdun, tamām? halla’ l-’urdun, l-

’urdun ‘āmale ta‘mīm ‘alā kull maṭārāt l-‘ālam ’innu.. sūrī, mamnū‘ yijī min ’ay maṭār ‘alā l-

’urdun. 

Hanna: ḥattā law kān ma‘hum..? 

Fadi: lā’, ‘izā ma‘o muwāfa’a b-yaṭla‘, tamām..? lamā.. ṣurnā ‘a-l-ġurfe w-ḫatam bi-lubnān, ’innu 

tamām fīnā naṭla‘, ḫatam ḫurūj, halla’, bi-hay l-laḥẓa, bi-l-qānūn ’anā ṣurt barra, barra lubnān, 

’anā ḫalaṣ beṭla‘ ‘a-l-ṭayāra, waṣalnā ‘a-bāb l-ṭayāra min barra, ‘a-l-gate, mudarraj:  

-       eh sūriyyīn? mamnū‘ tusāfirū ‘a-l-’urdun.  

-       ṭab, ’anā ḫatamt? […] ’anā, ’anā ḫatamt bi-l-lubnān, ḫurūj, ’innu fīnī ’aṭla‘. 

-       lalalā’ mamnū‘, mamnū‘. 

 w-kān lissa ‘ašr da’āyi’ b-isakkir bāb l-ṭayāra, w-jaddatī ma‘ī, ‘a-l-kursī w-ta‘bāne.. fa-’anā wa’ta 

‘aṣṣabt ktīr, ’aḥkīlo ’innu: 

-       ḫalaṣ ya‘nī hay l-, hay l-ḥāle ’innu, ’inta ’annak takrah sūriyyīn masalan, ‘am ta‘mal hēk?  

’āl: 

-       lā’, bas mā b-eṣīr.  

’ultlo: 

-       ḥabībī, tfaḍḍal, ’anā ma‘ī  muwāfa’a, min wizārat l-dāḫiliyye, ’urduniyye ’innu ’afūt ’anā ‘a-

l-’urdun. 

’āl: 

-       balki muzawwara. 

-       ‘aleyhā ḫatam, ‘aleyhā ḫatam, mū tawqī‘, fī ḫatam, ba‘dēn ’anā ṭālib jām‘a. 

 ’anā, ’anā kunt, kān bābā hūn ‘amalnī tasjīl bi-l-jām‘a, fa-’anā ṭālib jām‘a, w-bābā mustaṯmir bi-

l-’urdun. 

-       mm.. okay stanna bas la-yufūtū kull l-musāfirīn. 

-       ‘afwan..? ‘afwan? šū b-taḥkī? ’anā halla’ biddī ’afūt, halla’.  

ṣurt ’aṣayyeḥ, ṣayyaḥt ktīr ya‘nī […] ’allī: 

-       okay okay yalla, ’iṭla‘ū bi-l-ṭayāra.  

fa-hay kānat ṣa‘be.. ktīr! 

 

Fadi: When I was about to travel from Lebanon to Jordan.. it was me, my mother and my 

grandmother [...] We [had] permission with us from here from the Interior ministry that we can 

enter Jordan, okey? Now Jordan, Jordan [was] carrying out a universalization on all the worlds 

airports that.. a Syrian, it is forbidden to go from any airport to Jordan. 

Hanna: Even though they had ..? 
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Fadi:  No, if one has a permission he [can] go, okay..? when.. we came to the room and he gave 

(us) a stamp in Lebanon, like okay we can leave, an exit stamp, now, at this moment, by means of  

the law I became outside, outside Lebanon, I was done [and] I could board the plane, we arrived 

at the door of the airplane from the outside, at the gate, staircase: 

- Eh Syrians? it’s forbidden for you to travel to Jordan. 

- Okay, [but] I got a stamp? […] I, I got a stamp in Lebanon, exit, that I can go.  

- No no no, it’s forbidden forbidden.  

And it was still ten minutes left [until] the airplane door closed, and my grandmother [was] with 

me, on a chair and she was tired.. so I at this time became very angry, I told him that: 

- Come on like this, this situation that, is it because you hate Syrians for example, you are doing 

this? 

He said: 

- No, but this can’t be done.  

I said to him:  

- My friend, here you go, I have the permission with me, from the Interior ministry, of Jordan 

that I can enter Jordan.  

He said: 

- Maybe its false. 

- It has a stamp, it has a stamp, not a signature, there is a stamp, and besides that I am a 

University student.  

I, I was, my dad here had registered me at the university, so I [was] a university student, and my 

dad is an investor in Jordan. 

- Mm.. okey just wait until all the passengers has entered. 

- Excuse me..? Excuse me? What are you saying? I now want to enter, now. 

I started to shout, I shouted very much like […] he said to me: 

- Okay okay come on, board the airplane.  

So, this was hard.. very! 

 

It is in this context that the hierarchy of desired and undesired nationals becomes visible. Fadi’s 

testimony evidently highlights how airport companies ultimately function as the states’ extended 

arm through managing the flow of different nationals between borders. This often requires 

forbidding certain nationals to board airplanes in spite of the fact that they hold all the required 

papers. My argument here is that the different levels of mobility are not only a matter of holding 

a passport, it is as much the matter of holding the right kind of passport. For, ultimately it is the 

value of different passports that determine the relative levels of mobility.  
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Summary 

The ties between national territory and cultural and social belonging has become the primary 

categorization of existence in contemporary time. This chapter has accounted for how the 

construction of the nation state in the end of the 18th following the 19th century laid the ground 

for these present-day categorizations. As a result of national territorializing, identity 

certifications, documentations and passports have become a means to authorize human 

(im)mobility and thus function as a key element in maintaining the national world order: an 

order in which it is no longer only a matter of having identity certifications, but an order where 

identity certifications are tied to the story behind the person. A story predetermined within the 

national order. It is in this context the passport has become to play the most vital role in 

confirming one’s story. Today it is a requirement for movement, but not a guarantee. The 

testimonies in this chapter demonstrate the struggles of protection and loss of personal 

identifications, obtaining required documents or proving the credibility of the documents one 

holds. Further, testimonies also demonstrate that (im)mobility does not specifically begin or ends 

with entering another nation but is a situation constantly shifting both spatially and temporarily. 

The different experiences display the centrality of papers, thus demonstrating a fate 

predetermined by the categorization of papers linking human (im)mobility to national territorial 

boundedness.  

     By conceptualizing the interrelations between national territory, documents and human 

(im)mobility and the ways in which me and my interlocutors in present time are differently 

affected by its history, this chapter has laid out a foundation for the themes in the following 

chapters. The following chapter examines further the ways mobility and the documenting of 

human categorizations are interconnected.     
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CHAPTER TWO 

Stranded within, without and in between   

 

I stepped out of the airplane and smelled the air of Jordan, of memories, of expectation and of 

anxiety. Territorial boundedness, I say, is not natural. Perhaps I am the exception that makes the 

rule? Travelling between Sweden and Jordan always comes with a piece of anxiety for me. Every 

time I leave Sweden. And, every time I leave Jordan. But then again, perhaps that is exactly the 

meaning of refusing national, territorial boundedness? Having pieces of your heart on places all 

over the globe? Well, if that is so, not many people have felt what it means to be territorially 

unbounded.  

     The day after my arrival I went to see Nadine, Lina and Maryam. Asking them about life, they 

told me: miṯl mā taraktīnā yā Hanna!, it is like you didn’t leave us Hanna! Nothing new since we saw each 

other last year, except for that Nadine’s mother had left for France, but she and her sister were 

still searching for a way to go there. Maryam was also waiting. And Lina. Waiting.  

     It must be devastating waiting for something not knowing when it will come? Still, I wouldn’t 

know. I have never waited like that.  

 

Negotiations of ‘istiqrār, stability and home   

In Jordan, the people I have met live in a temporarily undefined period of time, a temporality 

that has lasted for seven years now. Living as a Syrian citizen in Jordan implies not being able 

to own a house or a car, and until recently it was not allowed for Syrian citizens to work, except 

for those who had invested in the state. Now however, the Jordanian Government has opened 

up the opportunity for some working possibilities, in some limited occupations.  

     Except for the obvious reasons that prevent my interlocutors to settle permanently in Jordan, 

most have also indicated the ways they experience themselves as markers of ‘outside’ in the 

context of life in Jordan. ’istiġlāl, exploitation, is a word frequently used when telling me about 

life. It comes in the form of high rent prices, long working hours and low salaries. Visible is also 

the feeling of not going anywhere in life, not physically or geographically, but personally. This 
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sense is also one of the main reasons for why Jordan, for many, is considered as just a temporary 

stop on a longer journey not yet completed.  

     However, perhaps the most significant issue is the feeling of being stranded in Jordan. While 

the stranded-ness further separates Syrian citizens from the rest of the population which has 

other mobility possibilities, it simultaneously triggers the feeling of Jordan as a temporary place, 

as Fadi told me, “’anā halla’ b-a‘tabir ’innu hay, hay, bas la-’illī maḥaṭṭa”, I now consider this, this, this is 

just a stop for me. Likewise, Amer describes a life anything but permanent, a feeling of 

temporariness, that this place is for ‘now’, for the moment, though it could change any time. 

 

Amer: sūrī, ya‘nī mā ‘ad fīnī rūḥ ’aṣlan ‘alā ’ayya dawle, halla’ neḥnana [sic] hūn lāji’īn bi-l-’urdun 

mā ‘ad fīnā naṭla‘, lā’ ’amma sūriya, lā’ ’amma ḫalaṣ ’eḥna hūn bi-l-’urdun.. ḥaṭṭā ya‘nī, ‘addatnā 

hūn bi-l-’urdun ya‘nī, halla’ ya‘nī mitl mā t’ūlī mā neḥna ’ā‘idīn hūn ya‘nī? kamān neḥna ya‘nī 

mānā muṭamminīn ktīr ya‘nī […] yumkin ya‘malū ’ijrā’āt, yumkin, ya‘nī fī ’ayya laḥẓa masalan 

’innu, tḫālafī bi-šaġle ’aw kaza, ’aw.. yumkin ’ayya šī yumkin yiṣīrū saffiro minnā ’aw kaza.. ya‘nī 

halla’ bi’ulūlik neḥna mā ‘ad natḥammal ’a‘bā’ l-lāji’īn ya‘nī, ktīr, ya‘nī bi-nisba l-waḍa‘ l-balad 

hūn ’innu, mā ‘ad tatḥammal masalan, ṣār taṭlub min l-, bi-l-bilād l-ġarbiyye ’innu tasta’bil, bilād 

l-’urūbiyya, tasta’bil lāji’īn […] waṣalnā li-l-ṭāqa l-ḫalaṣ, ṭāqa l-maḥdūde taba‘nā […] 

 

Amer: a Syrian, like I cannot go to any country at all, now we here are refugees in Jordan we cannot 

leave, except for Syria or we just [stay] here in Jordan.. even like, the number of us here in Jordan 

like, now like you say aren’t we living3 here like? Also we are like we are not so much at peace like 

[…] Maybe they make regulations, maybe, like at any moment for example that, you dissent 

anything or something like this, or.. maybe anything could make them send him off from us or 

something like this.. like now they tell you we cannot stand the burden of the refugees like, many, 

like according to the country’s situation here that, it cannot bear for example, it begun request 

from the, in the western countries to accept, European countries, [to] accept refugees […] We 

have reached the ultimate capacity, the limited capacity for us […]   

 

“šū ‘illī jāb lak ‘alā l-murr?[…] l-’amarr”, what brought you to the bitterness? […]The worse bitterness. In 

the search for a settled life of one’s own choice, my interlocutors have three alternatives: go back 

to Syria, continue to live under the current conditions in Jordan, or find an alternative route to 

another country in the region or further away. Many of the people who I met consider it 

                                                
3 The lexical meaning of qā‘id is sitting or remain seated, and in this context it was understood as staying 

permanently thereof the translation ‘living’.  
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impossible to go back to Syria, have registered at the UN in the wait for being chosen to leave 

for another country and are thus left with the only choice to live in Jordan, for now.  

     Asking people about if they feel at home in their houses, on their street or in their area, I 

always got the answer ‘no’. This regular reply perhaps leads other scholars to the direct 

conclusion of the significance of understanding the concepts of the lost homeland, the ‘displaced 

refugee’ and the longing for home. However, I argue that these concepts are teleological to the 

very idea of national territory and nativity. That is, to understand displacement as a condition 

of losing something crucial of what it means to be a complete human being, is a way to accept 

this order. Sara Ahmed (2003) argues (with regard to a different problem: the war on terrorism) 

that to speak out of the war on terrorism is understood as an attack on the truths of this world 

in which the war is understood as a defense of values of freedom and democracy. She says “To 

“be with” in this discursive context is not only to support the war, but to support the very world 

that the war is identified as defending (384)”. With this example my intention is to point out 

that, since our contemporary world is defined within the national, territorial discourse, most 

scholarship, through examinations of displacement, i.e. loss of home, too easily draws the 

conclusion about a human’s natural belonging to another territory where (s)he is native. In 

contrast, the people I have talked with, demonstrate a more complex picture of what is at play, 

far away from the simple understandings of displacement as only a wait for return.   

 

Lina: ’anā mā b-aš‘ur bi-l-’istiqrār […] ya‘nī mā b-a‘rif šū l-sabab bas ’anā mā b-aš‘ur bi-l-’istiqrār, 

halla’, hūn bi-l-markaz b-akūn murtāḥa yumkin, bi-bētī, bas mā ‘andī hāḏ l-šu‘ūr taba‘ ’ennu ’anā 

bi-beytī, ’anā murtāḥa, lā’, mā ‘andī hāḏ l-’istiqrār […] mā b-aḥiss ḥālī ’innu ’anā mustaqirra.  
Hanna: šū b-tatḫayyalī taḥtājī ‘ašān b-tḥussī hāḏ l-šī marra tāniya bi-ḥayātik ya‘nī, ’aw bi-l-

musta’bal ’aw hēk? 

Lina: b-itḫayyal izā ’anā qarrart, ’anā qarrart hāḏ l-makān w-’anā raḥ ’aballiš min hāḏ l-makān 

[…] kull ši b-ykūn ḫayārik ’inṭī, lamā ’inti b-taḫtārī šī l-waḍa‘ ‘illi ’inti fīh w-b-tḥissī bi-l-’istiqrār 

’aktar min lamā ’inti tanḥaṭṭī bi-hāḏ l-waḍa‘ w-a‘īše.. ’inti mū, kull šī mū ’iḫtiyārik.. tat’aqlamī 

halla’ m-nat‘āyiš ma‘ l-waḍa‘ w-tatkayyafī ma‘ l-waḍa‘ bas tḥissī bi-hāḏ l-’istiqrār taba‘ 

“ahh” ’innu beytī ’aw “ahh” ’anā murtāḥ, lā’.. ’anā hāḏ l-šu‘ūr bi-’istiqrār hāḏ taba‘ l-, ‘illī ’inti 

‘am taḥkī ‘anno, min zamān mā ḥassēto.  

Maryam: ’anā yumkin bi-ḥayātī yumkin ’innī ’a‘taqid ’innu hā-l-šu‘ūr bi-ḥayātī mā raḥ yarja‘lī.  

Lina: ’inti kamān ’andik mā fī ’istiqrār? 

Maryam: ’ay, mā b-aḥiss ḥālē, b-aḥiss ’innu ḥattā mumkin ’innī bi-‘omrī mā ‘ad yarja‘lī hāḏ l-šu‘ūr 

l-’istiqrār.. ’innu wajadet ’innik baladik.. ya‘nī, l-’ašḫāṣ l-muqarrabīn ‘illī kānū ma‘ik bi-sūriya, 

ḥattā halla’ ’izā raja‘t ‘a-sūriya mā raḥ ’aḥiss hāḏ l-šu‘ūr, li-’annu mu‘aẓam l-wasaṭ ‘illī kān ma‘ī, 
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kullo.. sāfar, yumkin hāḏ l-šu‘ūr, ’izā ’abl l-sawra bi-l-nās, ’izā b-trajja‘īnī ‘alā beytī, w-l-’ašḫāṣ ‘illi 

māt w-yarja‘ū w-y‘īšū w-l-’ašḫāṣ ‘illī kānū ’abl mā yihājirū yarja‘ū mitl mā kānū, mumkin yarja‘ū 

hāḏ l-šu‘ūr, ’amma ’anā halla’ ba‘d mā l-nās ‘illī kānat bi-sūriya sāfaret, w-mā ‘ad ba’a ḥadā b-

a‘rifo w-l’ašḫāṣ ‘illī.. mumkin ‘illī mātat bi-l-sawra, tarja‘ ta‘īš mumkin ’innī ’arja‘ ḥiss ’innu haḏ  l-

’istiqrār, bas halla’ ’anā mā ba‘taqid ’innu hāḏ l-šu‘ūr yarja‘.  
 

Lina: I don’t feel settled […] Like I don’t know what the reason is but I don’t feel settled, now, 

here at the center4 perhaps I feel relaxed, [and] in my house, but I don’t have these feelings of 

that I’m in my home, [that] I’m relaxed, no, I don’t have this stability […] I don’t feel that I am 

settled.  

Hanna: What do you imagine you need to feel this again in your life like, or in the future or 

something like this?  

Lina: I imagine that if I chose, I chose this place and I would start from this place […] Everything 

is your own choice, when you choose something the situation that you are in and you feel stability 

more than when you are just put in this situation and sort of life.. you’re not, everyhing is not of 

your choice.. you acclimatize now we live with the situation and you adapt to the situation but to 

feel this stability of “ahh” that [this is] my home or “ahh” I’m relaxed, no.. I these feelings of this 

kind of stability of the, that you’re talking about, I haven’t felt it for a long time.  

Maryam: I perhaps in my whole life perhaps I think that these feelings will not come back to me 

ever again in my life. 

Lina: Do you also feel that there is no stability? 

Maryam: Yes, I don’t feel that I, I feel that I even perhaps that I in my whole life these feelings of 

stability will will not come back to me.. that you feel that your country..  like, the people close [to 

you] who were with you in Syria, even now if I returned to Syria I wouldn’t feel these feelings, 

because most of the [people] half of the [people] that were with me, everyone.. have left, maybe 

these feelings, if [it was] before the revolution with the people, if you take me back to my house, 

and the people who died and they return and live and the people that were [there] before they 

migrated returned as they were, maybe these feelings [would] return, but I now after the people 

who were in Syria traveled, and no one who I know has remained and the people who.. perhaps 

who died in the revolution, return and live maybe I [would] feel this stability again, but now I 

don’t think that these feelings [will] come again.  

 

Maryam and Lina demonstrate that the loss of ‘home’ does not necessarily imply territorial 

boundedness, but rather about a mix of factors that, put together, would constitute this loss. 

Maryam indicates that the Syria she remembers would not be the same Syria even if she 

                                                
4 Lina’s workplace. 
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returned, because of the people who have left and come. Lina discusses the worth of self-choice 

in order to consider a place as permanent and accessible for making a home. Turning to my 

own interpretations of space-making in Jordan, Maryam and Lina bring up two important 

factors determining my ability of home-making as well. For I, like Maryam and Lina, do not 

have my closest community in Jordan, family or old friends, thus making this place difficult to 

become completely a new ‘home’ with all that implies. Nevertheless, my travels to Jordan are 

of my own choice and days when I feel homesick I think of places and communities that do exist 

elsewhere. This is not the case for Maryam and Lina, having had to take life determining 

decisions about leaving their houses and having their family members spread out over the globe. 

Having this conversation with Maryam and Lina it is evident that all three of us reason quite 

similar when it comes to when, where and what we need to feel ‘home’. However, scholarship 

have until recently not been interested in the experiences of ‘people like me’ living across 

national borders. Writing ‘people like me’, I mean western, white, privileged migrants. Sarah 

Kunz (2016) argues that while it both morally and politically impacts how we understand 

migration and the lives of migrants, to not scholarly consider ‘people like me’ when studying 

migration, also involves conceptual and theoretical shortcomings. For, by only focusing on a 

certain ‘kind’ of migrants, the concept of ‘migration’ suffers of incompleteness (Kunz 2016: 89). 

Additionally, it demonstrates how the ‘migrant’ as we understand it as a person with a particular 

set of qualities and contributes to the national territorial teleology. Since, categorizing only some 

people who live outside of their national borders as ‘migrants’ intimately relate to concepts such 

as race, class, nationality and gender which can reproduce a colonial past (Kunz 2016; Leonard 

2010). In other words, there is a problem when concepts like these are determinant for 

attributing the word ‘displaced’ to some migrants while others are just ‘expats’ or seen as 

enjoying their given right of free international mobility. Hence, it is a problem to ignore my 

experiences of being outside my national borders, i.e. ‘displacement’, while stories such as 

Maryam’s and Lina’s are in constant focus. This focus is misleading however, since neither the 

story of Maryam or Lina, or any other story presented in this thesis involves a passive wait for 

repatriation. Ultimately, I argue that their narratives capture well the understanding that by 

giving certain people attributes, such as ‘displaced’, ‘sad’ ‘deprived’, in relation to the 

understanding that it all will disappear the moment they return to the territory where they 

belong, is not only a simplified picture, but it also safeguards a worldview where borders, nations 

and (im)mobilities are considered natural.  
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Residents of house arrest 

While, no one of the people I have met regard this place as a permanent stay, it is somehow yet 

a fixed place where life is happening at the moment. The house, the streets and the people 

around jointly constitute a temporary place for the everyday life. However, two contrasting 

factors together constitute the environment in which the stranded-ness becomes ever clearer. 

On the one hand, due to a variety of reasons, Syrians are restricted to create a permanent life 

in Jordan, but on the other hand, to leave means a decision for good, since Syrians as a rule are 

not allowed to return to Jordan after going abroad. This situation adds yet another layer to what 

it means to be stranded. It could be understood as an entrapment both within, without and 

between national borders.  

 

Lubna: faj’atan min l-’alfēn w-’eḥd ‘aš, kull sitt saba‘ šuhūr qānūn..  qānūn, qānūn, 

taġyīrāt, qānūn, sakkarū l-ḥudūd, ’iftaḥū l-ḥudūd, ’imna‘ū l-sūriyyīn, ’ismaḥū l-sūriyyīn, ḫallū  bas 

l-mustaṯmirīn, saffarū l-fulān, ya‘nī kull yawm, qānūn jadīd […] ḥattā ’innu baṭalnā na‘rif bukra 

fī qānūn wa-la mā fī qānūn, ḥattā nafshum ’aṣḥāb l-qarār, ṣārū mā ya‘rifū ’izā fī qānūn ṭuli‘ bi-

ġiyābhum wa-la lā’. wallāh kill yawm, kill yawm qānūn šakl, kill yawm […] ’anā, yāy la-bālī sāfir, 

ḫāyife ġāmer hāy l-muġāmara, w-rūḥ ’usāfir w-mā ’a’dir ’arja‘ ‘a-l-’urdun, mā yudaḫḫilūnī li’annī 

mā b-a‘rif šū l-qānūn! šu l-qānūn ‘illī ṭuli‘ […] ṭab ’anā halla’, ’izā  ṭala‘atlī visa bi-turkiyya mā ḥa-

’afraḥ, wa-la raḥ ’arūḥ, mišān hēk ’anā muqīme ’iqāma jabriyye.. hūn […] mišān hēk ’anā halla’ 

min juwa ‘andī ḍaġṭ raḥ ’anfajir, bi-ṣarāḥa, ’innu ’anā nafsī ’arūḥ šimm hawā bas mā b-a’dir, mā 

b-a’dir, b-aḫāf ’innī mā ’arja‘, ’aḫṣar ’awlādī w-zawjī? […] maḫnū’a b-aḥiss ḥālī ahh, maḫnū’, 

wallāh maḫnū’a. ya‘nī nafsī nafsī ’aṭla‘ ’ašimm hawā, mā fī, ḫalaṣ ḫallīk, ’anā b-a’ūl yalla barkī 

bukra b-tanḥall l-’umūr barkī bukra, barkī bukra..  

 

Lubna: Suddenly from 2011, every sixth seventh month [there is] a law.. law, law, changes, law, 

they closed the border, they opened the border, they forbid the Syrians, they permitted the 

Syrians, they kept only the investors, they made Fulān5 leave, like every day, there is a new law 

[…] We even like stopped knowing if there is a law the next day or if there is no law, even 

themselves the founders of the decisions, started not to know if there is a [a new]  law that appeared 

in their absence or not. I swear every day, every day there is [a new] law, every day […] I, I feel 

like travel, I’m afraid to take this risk, and go travel and not be able to return to Jordan, [that] 

they don’t let me enter because I don’t know what’s the law! What’s the law that came up […] 

                                                
5 The name Fulān is typically used in order to describe a general person, anybody.  
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Okay I now, if I got a visa in Turkey I will not be happy, and neither will I go, because of this I 

am a resident of house arrest.. here […] Because of this I now from inside [of me] have stress I 

will explode, frankly, that I feel like go [and] get a breath of fresh air but I can’t, I can’t, I’m afraid 

that I [will] not return, [and] lose my children and my husband?[…] Suffocated I feel ahh, 

suffocated, I swear suffocated. Like, I feel like I feel like go [and] get a breath of fresh air, but it is 

not possible, that’s it stay [here], I say come on perhaps in the future the circumstances will be 

solved perhaps in the future, perhaps in the future..  

 

What Lubna describes as ‘house arrest’ can be understood in a larger dimension than 

entrapment within and between borders. It goes beyond that. For, while she, along with Eima 

whom we met in the first chapter, and many more, may leave Jordan at any time, this type of 

house arrest is experienced as a form of fear of ‘what if?’ that ultimately prevents her from going 

anywhere. This fear Lubna expresses is related to other life stories around her. She told me in 

this conversation that traveling back to Queen Alia airport after a trip to Turkey, a friend of 

hers was prohibited to enter the country again, having to choose to go either to Syria or return 

back to Turkey.  

 

Lubna: ’awlādo w-zawjto hūn! mā daḫḫalūh bi-l-maṭār, mā daḫḫalūh. 

Hanna: ‘anjad? 

Lubna: ’ay wallah. 

Hanna: bas šū ‘amal? 

Lubna: nām bi-l-maṭār talat ’ayām bi-l-’awwal w-jāb wāsiṭa w-ḥāwal, mā daḫḫalūh, mā daḫḫalūh. 

 

Lubna: His children and his wife are here! They didn’t let him in at the airport, they didn’t let him 

in.  

Hanna: Seriously? 

Lubna: Yes, I swear.  

Hanna: But what did he do? 

Lubna: He slept at the airport three days at first and he brought a contact6 and tried, they didn’t 

let him in, they didn’t let him in.  

 

Having to leave the airport and return, his wife had to get rid of everything they built up in 

Jordan and leave for Turkey with the children since he could not return. From a simple trip, to 

a lifetime banishment. Another almost identical story was shared by Said. His friend also went 

                                                
6 wāsiṭa implies a personal contact that is used to gain something.  
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to Turkey and faced the same treatment when arriving to Queen Alia airport, having to choose 

between Syria and Sudan. Since he could not return to Syria he was sent directly from the 

airport in Jordan to Sudan, a country he had never visited before.   

 

Said: mā fawwatūh […] ḥakūlo yā tarja‘ ‘alā sūriya, yā sūdān, iḫtār! ḥakālun sūriya mā barja‘, 

ba‘tūh ‘a-sūdān, ṭala‘ ‘a-sūdān, min ‘ammān ‘a-sūdān. 

 

Said: They didn’t let him in […] they told him either you return to Syria, or Sudan, make a choice! 

He told them I [will] not return to Syria, they sent him to Sudan, he went to Sudan, from Amman 

to Sudan.  

 

Furthermore, Lubna’s describes how she experiences this inherent house arrest: 

 

Lubna: šū šu‘ūrī? ’absaṭ b-iš‘aro ’annī ma’hūra, ’absaṭ šu‘ūr, ṭab ’anā ’aḫī bi-’almāniya […] ṭab 

kamān nafsī ’arūḥ ’ašūfo, ṣa‘b, mustaḥīl, ’uwlād ḫālatī bi-l-swēd, ṣa‘b, mustaḥīl, ḫālī bi-’iṭāliya, 

ṣa‘b, mustaḥīl, mustaḥīl! ṭab w-ba‘dēn? fa-’anā hūn bi-l-’urdun taqrīban.. maḥbūse.. in a jail, mā 

fīkī lā trūḥī w-lā tijī, lā siyāḥā wa-la ziyāra. 

 

Lubna: What are my feelings? The simplest thing I feel is that I’m humiliated, the simplest feelings, 

okay my brother is in Germany […] Okay I also feel like go [and] see him, it’s hard, impossible, 

my cousins are in Sweden, it’s hard, impossible, my uncle is in Italy, it’s hard, impossible, 

impossible! Okay and then what? So I am here in Jordan almost.. imprisoned.. in a jail, you can’t 

go or come, neither on vacation, nor on visit.  

 

Border selectivity 

As the essential figure of the migrant, the general understanding of borders too reinforces the 

national territorial teleology. For, just as the migrant is connected to the national teleology in 

the form of nativity and the loss of territorial natural belonging, so do borders function as the 

markers of the beginning and the end of this belonging. In his analysis of the relationship 

between the body and the government at the border, Mark B. Salter (2006) argues that what is 

outside “both constitutes and threatens the integrity of the inside (172)”. Thus, at the border, 

“the right to detain, examine, and search travelers is defined in relation to their foreignness, 

their origins “outside,”(172)”. Nevertheless, to understand the border as a signifier of the ‘inside’ 
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and ‘outside’, ‘exlclusion’ and ‘inclusion’ based only on foreignness is to not move beyond the 

understanding of the national order. While we recognize that borders signify national territories 

and thus border practices are in relation to what constitutes the difference between inside and 

outside, we once again accept the idea of the nation state as given. For, in the same light as 

examining belonging and loss of the homeland of the migrant, to examine how border practices 

function in relation to nativity, otherness and foreignness based on national premises, too accept 

the incomplete picture that it is only the national self and the foreign other that constitute these 

practices. Instead, as Walters (2015) himself argues, enjoying “a form of hypermobility (9)”, 

being a white male university professor holding two passports, I suggest that borders are not 

only exclusive or inclusive, they are also selective. As Salter (2006) puts it:  

 
The bordering process constituted by the decision to include/exclude is a dialogue between body 

and body politic requiring the confession of all manner of bodily, economic, and social information 

(170).  

 

Drawing from this passage with regard to my own experience in relation to the people I have 

met during my time spent in Jordan, I argue that certain bodies, certain social information is 

always viewed as ‘less foreign’ (read: less threatening). Obviously, the ‘foreignness’ on which 

scholarship base border-exclusion indeed involved in a larger complex national order of things, 

to use Liisa Malkki’s term once again. It is in this light I suggest that to view the border as either 

exclusive or inclusive based on foreignness is a too simplified understanding of the border. As 

William Walters (2015) importantly states, it is crucial to move away from this scholarly border-

centrism and instead implement an “inessential and circumstantial view of borders (11)”. In 

other words, Lubna’s and Said’s testimonies should not simply be interpreted as an example of 

borders as excluding in nature, keeping the foreigner out. Rather, it is important to recognize 

that borders functionality have differed in different places and in different times (Fassin 2011; 

Walters 2015), which is also indicated by Amer, speaking about how Syrian nationals outside, 

are affected by the events inside of the Syrian nation:“l-duwal ba‘d mā ṣārat l-’aḥdāṯ bi-sūriya, ḥaṭṭat 

šurūṭ. ya‘nī šurūṭ ktīr kabīre w-‘aqabāṭ ktīr kabīre bi-nisba l-sūriiyyīn”, The countries after the events in Syria 

placed conditions, like very large conditions and very large punishments regarding the Syrians. Thus, it is crucial 

to recognize the complex circumstances in which the situations appear when people from Syria 

are now rejected in almost every nation worldwide, and how this is experienced by those 

rejected at borders. As Nadine told me:  
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Nadine: mā ta‘rif ma‘na l-ẓill w-l-’eḥtiqār ’illak  ’innu ’inta sūrī ġēr lamā trūḥ ‘alā l-maṭarāt, wa’ta 

b-ta‘rif hāḏ l-šī […] lamā ruḥt ’alā l-maṭār ’anā ’awwal marra bi-ḥayātī fa‘lan b-eḥiss ’innu l-

jinsiyya taba‘ī hiyya ‘anjad muškile, ’innu ya‘nī ’inti tatḫayyalī ’innu waḥide t’illik ya‘nī: šūrī!? 

yok!   

 

Nadine: You don’t know the meaning of injustice and disrespect to you that you are Syrian until 

you go to the airports, at that time you know this thing […] When I went to the airport I for the 

first time in my life really felt that my nationality it is really a problem, that like [can] you imagine 

that someone tells you like: Syrian!? Yok!7  

 

Traveling to Jordan after a training program in Turkey, Nadine was not permitted to enter the 

airplane at Ataturk airport. The reflections of her nationality as a problem originates from this 

trip. Having passed all the security procedures ready to board the airplane, she found herself 

rejected at the gate by the staff of the airline company. 

 

Nadine: lamā ’aḫadat jawāz w-hay ’ālatlī “sūrī yok”, ya‘nī “sūrī lā’”.. w-kānat ktīr ktīr ‘aṣabiyye 

[…] ’anā ḫatamūlī ḫurūj w-’anā kānat l-vīsa taba‘ turkiyya ḫāliṣa, fa-mamnū‘ ’anā ’anni ’arja‘ fūt 

‘a-’isṭanbūl. fa-wa’tha ya‘nī ’anā kunt ktīr ḫāyife w-kunt ktīr mtdāyi’a bas ’anā kunt ‘am fakkir 

’innu ’anā halla’ lāzim kūn, qawiyye mišān aḥsan ’atṣarraf w-’illa ’anā b-aḍall ‘āide bi-l-maṭār, fa-

’āna raḥt la-‘and.. ṣurt ’inzil bi-l-darrāj w-’imšī la-‘and ḫurūj ya‘nī.. fa-la’ēt fīh mitl šurṭī wā’if, 

’ultillo ’innu ’anā biddī ’aṭla‘ fa- […] ’awwal ši ’anā kunt ktīr ta‘bāne fa-’anā wa’afet ’ultillo ’innu 

’anā mā b-aḥkī turkī w-’anā mā b-aḥkī ’inklīzī w-’anā ḥattā ‘arabī mū ’adrāne ’aḥkī! 

      fa-nehnā ḥāwalna naḥkī šway bi-l-’inklīzī ya‘nī šway, ’anā mū ktīr ktīr šāṭira bas ’anā ḥāwalt 

’innu waṣṣilo l-fikra, w-kunt ‘am b-astaḫdim mutarjim aḥyānan, w-ḥāwalt ’innī, w-huwwe ḥāwal 

yaḥkī ma‘ī šway bi-l-‘arabī w-kān ktīr laṭīf, fa-’illī ’innu ’inti […] ya‘nī ḥāwal ’innu yihaddi’nī šway 

’innu “anā raḥ sā‘idik” w-kaza.. 

     fa-’anā mašīt ma‘o, ṣār yimšī ma‘ī, ya‘nī ṣurna nrūḥ min counter la counter, min makān la 

makān w-hunnen kullun mā ya’balū ’abadan ’abadan la-ḥadd ’āḫir šī ’aḫadnī la-‘and ’itnēn 

hunnen ḍubbāṭ ktīr kibār w-‘ā‘idīn, fa-ṣārū hunnen hēk yaṭṭala‘ū fih min fū’ la taḥt w-ya‘malūlo 

’innu “lā’” ya‘nī “eḥnā mā”, innu “b-etḍall bi-l-maṭār la-ḥattā ’itzabbiṭ ’umūra”.. ya‘nī b-eḍall bi-

l-maṭār, li-’annu l-vīsa taba‘ turkiyya ’intahet w-.. ḫalaṣ ya‘nī mā fī, ’anā ’aṣlan kunt ‘ā‘ide fū’ l-

vīsa talat ’ayām […] ’anā ’ultillum biddī ’adfa‘ maṣārī l-muḫālafe mišān yasta’bilūnī marra tāniya 

bi-turkiyya. fa-la-’innu l-vīsa taba‘ī ’intahet fa-’anā dafa‘t maṣārī […] huwwe ktīr ktīr ’tnāqaš 

ma‘un, w-ktīr ḥakā ma‘un fa-’āḫir šī hunne ḥamalū l-ḫitm w-ḫatamūlī ‘alā l-ḫurūj […] ’innu, ’ilġā’ 

l-ḫurūj […] 

                                                
7 Yok is the Turkish word for no.  
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     kān lissa mū ṣāyir ṣubeḥ ḥattā kān ktīr leyl, fa-’anā ṭala‘t ‘a’det barra ’udām l-maṭār, ’a‘det ‘a-

l-kursī ba‘d mā ’aḫadt šantāyatī w-’aḫadt ’aġrāḍī w-ḫalaṣet w-‘a’det.. bas ’a‘det ’astannā la-ḥattā 

yaṭla‘ l-ḍaw.. li-’annu ’anā b-aḫāf ya‘nī ’anā, b-aḫāf ktīr ’innu wēn biddī ’arūḥ ya‘nī? w-’anā raf’ātī 

waṣṣalūnī ‘alā l-maṭār […] fa-’anā mā biddī arja‘ ’aḥkī ma‘un kānat l-sā‘a ’arba‘ ṣubeḥ, ya‘nī 

hunnen wadd‘ūnī ‘a-l-ehd ‘aš w-nuṣ ‘a-l-maṭār hunnen ’akīd nāmū ya‘nī ḫalaṣ rāḥū, fa-’anā 

hēk ‘a’det ‘a-l-kursī.. ḍallēt ‘ā’ide ‘ā’ide w-ṣurt ’ibkī ya‘nī kunt ‘am ’ibkī w-kunt ktīr ktīr ya‘nī 

mtḍāyi’a fa-ba‘dēn lamā ṭala‘ šway ḍaw ’anā ḫalaṣ ya‘nī, ’aḫadet taksī w-raja‘t ‘a-l-beyt. 

 

Nadine: When she took [the] passport and this, she told me “Syrian yok”, it means “Syrian no”.. 

and she was very very angry […] They stamped an exit-stamp for me and my Turkish visa was 

ended, so [it was] forbidden that I return [and] enter Istanbul. So at this time like I was very 

scared and I was very worried but I was thinking that I now have to be, strong because it is better 

to act or otherwise I [will] stay sitting at the airport, so I went to.. I started go down the stairs and 

walk to the exit like.. so I there I found like a police standing, I said to him that I want to leave 

[Turkey] so […] First of all I was very tired so I stopped [and] said to him that I don’t speak 

Turkish and I don’t speak English and I wasn’t even able to speak Arabic! 

     So we tried to speak a little bit in English like a little bit, I’m not very very good but I tried to 

make him understand, and I was using translation sometimes, and I tried to, and he tried to talk 

with me a little bit in Arabic and he was very nice, so he said to me that you […] Like he tried to 

calm me a bit like “I will help you” and like this..   

     So I walked with him, he began to walk with me, like we went from counter to counter, from place 

to place and no one of them never ever gave their permission until lastly he took me to two who 

were very important officers who were sitting, so they started to look at him like this from top to 

down and made him like “no” like “we can’t”, that “she stays at the airport until she has fixed her 

circumstances”.. like I stay at the airport, because the Turkish visa ended and.. that’s it like there 

is no, I had already overstayed my visa three days […] I told them [that] I want to pay money the 

fine so that they [can] receive me one more time in Turkey. So since my visa ended so I payed 

money […] He discussed with them very very much, and he talked with them a lot so in the end 

they took the stamp and stamped on the exit for me […] Like, a cancellation of the exit [stamp] 

[…]   

     It wasn’t yet becoming morning still it was very much night, so I went outside [and] sat outside 

in front of the airport, I sat on the chair after I had taken my bags and I had taken my things and 

finished and sat.. I just sat [and] waited until the [morning] light appeared.. because I was scared 

like I, was very scared like where can I go like? And my friends had dropped me off at the airport 

[…] So I didn’t want to talk to them, the time was four in the morning, like they had said goodbye 

to me at half past eleven at the airport they surely slept like that’s it they left, so I just sat like this 

on the chair.. I stayed sitting sitting and I started to cry, like I was crying and I was very very like 
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upset so after a while when some light appeared I was done like, I took a taxi and went back to 

[my friends’] house.  

 

Salter (2006) argues that the border is in a permanent state of exception, meaning that it is a 

space where humans are neither citizens nor foreigners until their political status are decided 

by the agent of border customs (169ff). In Nadine’s case this exception implied that no 

permission or passport would get her on that plane, because her documents said ‘Syrian’.  

     Understanding the different dimensions at play when linking the meanings of borders, 

migrants or travelers with other definitions, such as expatriates, it is clear that the figure of ‘the 

migrant’ is substantial in defining the functionality of the border. In other words, in the 

definition of the border as an including/excluding signifier in relation to the ‘outside’, only ‘the 

migrant’ embodies that ‘outside’. As Shahram Khosravi (2010) claims, asylum seekers, refugees, 

undocumented migrants, carry the borders with them everywhere. They are the borders, 

meaning that they are constantly put “on the threshold between in and out (98)”. Consequently, 

the ambition for many Syrians living in Jordan has become to get another set of documents, 

substituting or adding to the Syrian nationality, something that does not say migrant, refugee, 

deprived, dangerous, weak, poor; something that simply says human. 

 

Maryam: neḥna kull ḥayātnā ‘am nḥāwil naṭmaḥ la-nġayyir jinsiyyatna ’aw nāḫud jinsiyya 

’iḍāfiyya kurmāl bas neḥna nḥiss ḥālna ’insān, bas ’insān ’il-na ḥu’ū’. 

 

Maryam: All of us are trying to strive to change our nationality or to obtain an extra nationality in 

order just for us to feel that we are human[s], just human[s] who have rights.  

 

This is not a question of identity. As Maryam’s passage clearly demonstrates, it is rather a matter 

of papers, about strategies, about finding alternatives to be able to move, to be able to live. 

Arguably to be Syrian have become understood as related to an essential figure well known, the 

migrant. Thus, one strategy for breaking loose from these forced identities of deprivation and 

loss, has become to attain another document, another nationality.  
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Summary 

This chapter has engaged with a more complex understanding the term ‘displacement’ in 

contrast to conventional concepts. In the national teleology, territorial boundedness is a natural 

feature of human life, which ultimately implies a fundamental loss for the displaced. In contrast, 

the testimonies in this chapter demonstrate a more nuanced understanding of what it means to 

be displaced, resisting the idea of territorial belonging and ‘loss of home’. The understanding of 

displacement is evidently not solely an issue of territorial boundedness but rather it should be 

understood as a consequence of a mix of factors related to autonomy, community and 

(im)mobility.  

     Further, this chapter has also engaged in the shortcomings of the understanding of the 

‘migrant’ and ‘the border’. The categorization of humans as migrants or expats evidently 

involves attributing different sets of qualities to different kinds people. This is also true for the 

understanding of border exclusiveness or inclusiveness based on the simple dichotomy of the 

native and the foreigner. In both cases, the foreigner and the migrant involve a geographical 

categorization based on the national order of things. Thus, focusing on a specific category of 

migrant or foreigner results in an incomplete understanding of the concepts of migration and 

border exceptionality. Testimonies demonstrate how to be a Syrian have become understood 

as the essential figure of the migrant and thus also increasingly foreign (threatening) which in turn 

has resulted in the search for strategies to reject these forced identities. The following chapter 

further elaborates the experiences of accepting or resisting involuntary given qualities by 

focusing on the emergence of the refugee-identity.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

The ‘displaced’ refugee – a legitimizing 

force for internationalism   

 

The camp is located in the backyard of the lively neighborhood Jabal Hussein; muḫayyam l-ḥusseyn, 

Al Hussein Camp. The first week of Ramadan a sunny afternoon I stopped at little bakery in the 

center of the neighborhood to bring with me some cookies for ’ifṭār later the same day. Walking 

along the crowded main street for less than 15 minutes and I arrived at the little alley leading me 

to the camp area. This Palestinian ‘refugee camp’ was set up in 1952 as a result of the events in 

Palestine 1948 (UNRWA 2018a), and over the years the tents became simple buildings of cement 

that tightly side by side compose this overcrowded quarter of Jabal Hussein. This day Nesrin had 

invited me for ’ifṭār at her house with her family. And, as I was walking to her house I looked 

around the narrow streets and the tightly constructed buildings, I thought:  

For over 60 years this place had been a Palestinian ‘camp’ which was now inhabited not only by 

Palestinians, but also other people who have been assigned pretty much the same identity, the 

identity of the ‘displaced’ refugee. For over 60 years. 60 years.  

 

Considering the different elements constituting the national teleology, this chapter is about 

perhaps one of the most essential components of this structure: the refugee. The refugee does not 

only exist in a national discourse as an essential identity contrasting and simultaneously 

confirming the citizen, its essence also play a central role in the international discourse as a 

symbol for ‘a shared humanity’ to use Liisa Malkki’s (1994) words. In 1921 the LNHCR, the 

predecessor of UNHCR was founded which was the start of a tradition of refugee relief work 

(Soguk 1999: 58), something that is still fundamental for present time refugee protection. It was 

in the aftermath of the first World War that permanent organized world peace was articulated, 

out of which the League of Nations, “the first body to marry the democratic idea of a society of 

nations with the reality of Great Power hegemony (Mazower 2013: 159)” was founded two years 

earlier. The postwar period, the upbreaking of the empires in present day’s Middle East and 

Eastern Europe, resulted in hundreds and thousands of refugees, an issue that came to be known 
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as ‘the refugee problem’ (Mazower 2013; Soguk 1999), and that needed to be handled through 

international cooperation. It was in this light, almost exactly a century ago, the refugee came to 

be articulated as a known figure. However, refugees had always existed, and it was indeed not 

a new phenomenon in the beginning of the 20th century. In resonance with Isa Blumi’s (2013) 

important work, I claim that we need to view the refugee as a historiographically invented figure 

for the matter of maintaining the ontology of internationalism, that is, the “family of nations”, 

the “transnational cultural form for imagining and ordering difference among people” (Malkki 

1994: 41).  

     Breaking this conventional picture, Blumi (2013) offers an alternative to the nationalist 

master narrative in presenting a variety of contexts in which refugees, as political and economic 

actors, mobilized to interact with the Ottoman state, challenging “the normative association of 

refugees with political vulnerability and dependency on the charity of others (49)”. Additionally, 

Laura Robson (2017) further establishes this picture, in her study about the League of Nations’ 

and United Nations’ presence in the Middle East, she argues that the emerging refugee regime 

in the region was met with resistance of resettlement schemes and protests of refugee policies as 

refugees for instance refused to sell land intended for new refugee establishments (626). Robson 

(2017) also importantly claims that the figure of the refugee was used in order to justify the 

establishment of a permanent presence of international authority in the region. Almost a 

century later, this has not changed much, as scholarship continue to conceptualize displacement 

as uprooted-ness, loss of territory and as a disruption of the normal mode of being, reinforcing 

the concept of the nation state, a concept in which the refugee has become to have a given 

place: 

 
Almost like an essentialized anthropological “tribe,” refugees thus become not just a mixed category 

of people sharing a certain legal status; they become “a culture,” “an identity” (see 152:323), “a 

social world” (109, cf 144), or “a community” (51) (Malkki 1995: 511).  

 

Drawing from this I suggest that the figure of the refugee needs to be understood as a 

reproduction of a colonial past. As Edward Said (2003: 232) argued in Orientalism: 

 
ideas about primitive origins and primitive classifications, modern decadence, the progress of 

civilization, the destiny of the white (or Aryan) races, the need for colonial territories—all these were 

elements in the peculiar amalgam of science, politics, and culture whose drift, almost without 

exception, was always to raise Europe or a European race to dominion over non-European portions 

of mankind. 
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It is positive to claim here that as much as orientalism served hegemonic purposes, also the 

figure of the refugee was created to serve an already hierarchical system. This is further 

demonstrated by Joseph Massad (2016) who, in Islam in Liberalism, demonstrates how 

internationalism not only structured different populations and nations in different ways, but 

how this structure also involved in an east/west hegemony, whereas the politics of citizenship 

evolved ‘at home’ while politics of suffering evolved ‘abroad’ (126). Accordingly, Malkki (1995) 

in her study about the origins of the scholarly field refugee studies, illustrates the parallels 

between the contrasting classifications of the primitive or the civilized in the colonial world, and 

the refugee and the citizen in contemporary world, and how these concepts share the same 

‘roots’ as they emerged within the scientific anthropological field from the very beginning. As 

these scholars indicate, it is evident the comparable motives for the knowledge production about 

the ‘uncivilized or primitive’ in the 18th century and the present time refugee; both are figures 

in need for international authority. Hence, replacing the primitive, the contemporary refugee 

has become the new excuse for international presence in the postcolonial world. 

 

Negotiating forced identities 

Nesrin: b-ikraha ’anā hāy l-kalimat ‘l-ḥudūd’ b-ikraha.. b-ikrah kalimat lāji’.. b-ikraha.. kalimat 

lāji’, w-neḥna ’ēmat raḥ naḫluṣ min hay l-kalime?  

 

Nesrin: I hate it this word ‘the border’ I hate it.. I hate the word refugee.. I hate it.. the word 

refugee, and when will we become free from this word? 

 

Evidently, “there is no “proto-refugee” of which the modern refugee is a direct descendant, any 

more than there is a proto-nation of which the contemporary nation form is a logical, inevitable 

outgrowth (Malkki 1995: 497).” Instead, it has been established how the new civilized world 

composed by the national order symbolized the ““normal” conditions of life on Earth (Soguk 

1999: 128)” and that it was in this light the ontological figure of the refugee emerged, an identity 

that was a historic remarker since  

 
it encoded the refugee unequivally in the state-centric terms, ontologically linking the refugee’s 

identity to the state’s posited territorial universe at a time when this universe was still in the making… 
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The refugee became one who was outside this universe, lacking ties to the national community and 

the state (Soguk 1999: 135). 
 

Being ‘outside the universe’ of nations, the identification of the refugee was not only about 

distinguishing the meaning of citizen and refugee on a theoretical level, it had to be officially 

documented, stating the refugee-ness of a mode of being, as much as the passport stated the 

citizenship of another mode of being.  

 
It was the invention, in 1922, of a legal document, specifically, a certificate of identity that officially 

“documented” a displaced person as a “refugee.” Identity certificates attributed certain qualities of 

refugees, linking them to a set of statist subjectivities and entities posited to be already historically 

well established. The devising of identity certificates for refugees, informally known as the Nansen 

passports, was significant in terms of refugee problematizations (Soguk 1999: 128). 

 

‘The Nansen passports’, a solution devised by the Norwegian explorer Fritjof Nansen, who, 

from the beginning was appointed to the ‘General Commission for the Russian Refugees’ with 

the task to repatriate or resettle Russian refugees. These refugees proved the first objects on the 

agenda after in the fall of the Ottoman Empire (Mazower 2013; Robson 2017; Soguk 1999). 

 
a great many of the Russian refugees in Europe suffered considerably for the sole reason that they 

have been unprovided with any legal passports or paper of identity, without they were unable to 

travel from the countries in which they found themselves (Soguk 1999: 129). 

 

 In a world where restricted mobility was to become the most significant solution to national 

security and where nation states formed citizenship laws leaving minorities or political 

opponents with no papers, the Nansen passports became alternative to citizenship, recognized 

by the emerging international community (Mazower 2013: 162). It assured a status, a guarantee 

of existence leaving people to hold on to it when possessing it, and if not, to desire it (Soguk 

1999: 138). Considering the context in which mobility was conceptualized and thus also the 

refugee certificate, the outlook of the world today is, to say the least, unfortunate, as mobility 

has become the very definition of security, leaving people stranded both spatially and mentally. 

In other words, the refugee status has become even more prevailing as the document itself 

enforces a hierarchical order, but also the enforcement of identities, generating dilemmas that 

the people I have met constantly try to deal with through accepting or resisting these attributes 

forced onto them.  
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Lina: fikrat ’innu ’anā lāji’, ’anā mā kunt biddī ’uwṣala, ‘anjad ’inti bi-l, ‘am mnaḥkī bi-fatra l-’ūlā 

‘illī ṭala‘nā fiyya, la-’annu mā kunna mutḫayyilīn! ’anā kunt ’urfuḍ tamāman, kunt ’urfuḍ 

tamāman hāy l-ṣiffa, kunt ’urfuḍa bas halla ’anā mt’abalta, bas ’anā min ’abl kunt ’urfuḍa rafḍ 

qaṭ‘ī ’innu, šū lāji’? ’anā lēš biddī sajjil lāji’, ’anā rāji‘a ‘alā baladī ’anā mā biddī ’aḍall. halla’ 

ba‘dēn ba‘d fatra ṭawīla lamā jīnā la-hūn, w-’addamnā.. sajjalna ba‘dēn l-mufawwadiyye. 

 

Lina: The thought that I am a refugee, I didn’t want to reach to [that point], seriously you in the, 

we are talking about the first period when we left, because we couldn’t imagine! I refused 

completely, I completely refused this attribute, I refused it but now I have accepted it, but before 

I definitely refused it like, what is a refugee? Why [would] I want to register [as] a refugee, I am 

returning to my country I will not stay. Now later after a long time when we came here, and we 

applied.. we registered later at the UNHCR.  

 

Lina’s reflections about being a refugee demonstrates the complexities of leaving a place in 

order to enter another as a refugee. Complexities that are otherwise simplified by conventional 

scholarship. Instead, Lina shows the difficulties of embodying a total new identity just by leaving 

Syria. However, it is not about the national identity, but rather the ‘human-or-refugee’ one. 

Evident from the many conversations about the role of the UN in relation to living in Jordan, 

the financial aid, l-mufawwaḍiyye, the refugee-ID8 is a dilemma of accepting the refugee-identity 

by register at the UNHCR or resisting it through the choice to not register and thus abandon 

the material benefits offered by the UNHCR. Said for instance, when I asked him about the 

difference between a refugee and a non-refugee, he answered:  

 

Said: baynik w-baynī ḥa-naḥkī. 

Hanna: okay, maṯalan. 

Said: lā’ mū maṯalan, anā lāji’ bi-l-nihāya. 

Hanna: ’anta.. ’anta.. ’anta b-tḥuss b-t‘īš hāy l-ḥāla miṯl lāji’ ya‘nī? 

Said: halla’, ’ay. 

Hanna: mm? 

Said: b-ḥuss ḥālī lāji’ anā lammā.. rūḥ ‘alā l-mufawwaḍiyye. 

Hanna: aha.. 

Said: ’anā ṣar fiyyi dūr hūn ka-lāji’.. ’anā hay l-wara’a.. l-mufawwaḍiyye law mā b-astafīd minhā 

bi-l-balad ya‘nī ’innī hawiyyatī, wallāhī mā, wa-la b-arūḥ wa-la b-, wa-la b-aṭṭala‘ha ’aṣlan. bass 

                                                
8 Though the lexical meaning for mufawaḍiyye is commisariat or legation it is popularly used as indicating the 

refugee ID-card confirming registration at the UNHCR.  
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minšān la-ḥuṭṭ hālī bi-hād mawqif.. anā bass ’aḥuṭṭ ḥālī bi-hāda mawqif.. eh.. ya‘nī ktīr b-a‘aṣṣib.. 

kṭīr ktīr mū šway.. ya‘nī ktīr ’anā b-adāya’ wallah […] nās tijī dūr w-hāḏ bi-s’alik.. ’as’ila šaḫṣiyya 

kṭīr b-tkūn w-.. ya‘nī ṭab lēš? ya‘nī lēš hēk..!? 'inti ‘andik ’asrārik šaḫṣiyya ṭab ’anā ‘andī ’asrārī 

šaḫṣiyye kamān […] miṯlī miṯlak!.. ’anā hāḏ l-yawm bi-mūt minno.. ya‘nī law anā mā b-astafīd 

minna hāy mā b-aṭla‘.. wallāhī mā b-aṭṭala‘ha […] fī nās mā ‘andha muškile bas ’anā šaḫṣiyyan 

b-etdammar ya‘nī, fīh […] ’anā lamā arūḥ, ya‘nī b-ḍall mā bayyin wujhī la-ḥadā.. b-ḫāf yimurr 

ḥadā w-yušūfnī.. hēk b-ḍall fakkir. 

Hanna: b-aḫāf..? 

Said: ’iānnu ymurr ḥadā w-b-a‘rifo yušūfnī.. fa-mā biddī ḥadā yušūfnī ’anā bi-hāḏ l-makān bi-ḏāt. 

 

Said: Between you and me we will say.  

Hanna: Okay, for example.  

Said: No not for example, in the end I am a refugee. 

Hanna: You.. you.. do you feel [that you live] this condition like a refugee like? 

Said: Now, yes.  

Hanna: mm? 

Said: I feel that I am a refugee when I.. go to the UNHCR.  

Hanna: aha.. 

Said: I have come to play a role of a refugee here.. I this paper.. the UNHCR if I didn’t benefit 

from it in [this] country like that my ID, I swear to god I wouldn’t, I would neither go nor, nor 

[make an effort to] get it at all. But because I put myself in this situation.. I just put myself in this 

situation.. eh.. like I get really mad.. very very not a little.. like I get really upset I swear […] People 

[wait] for their turn and this one asks you.. very personal questions and.. like okay why like why 

is it like this..!? You have your personal secrets okey I have my personal secrets as well […] I am 

like you!.. This day kills me.. like if I didn’t benefit from this I wouldn’t go.. I swear I wouldn’t 

[make an effort to] get it […] There are people who don’t have a problem but I personally get 

devastated like, by it […] When I go, like I keep my face not visible for anybody.. I fear that 

anyone passes by and sees me.. like this I keep thinking.  

Hanna: I fear..? 

Said: That someone that I know passes by and sees me.. so I don’t want anyone to see me when 

I’m in this place especially.   

 

Said’s reflections over how and when he feels like a refugee opposes the idea that the refugee-

identity is ‘essential’ and instead undoubtedly demonstrates the difficult negotiations of resisting 

or accepting the new associations of what it means to be Syrian in present day Jordan. However, 

important to note here is that negotiating identity in this context does not imply negotiating 
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national or transnational identity but rather the enforced association of becoming a refugee 

according to the national order while simultaneously not identifying with this word. Talking 

with Amer about how he perceives the question ‘are you Syrian?’ he directly connected this 

question with being ‘a refugee’:  

 

Amer: ḥattā fī nās ya‘nī kānat tḏillila lāji’ ya‘nī, hay ḥattā kalimat l-lāji’, ’anā biddik bi-ṣarāḥa b-

astaḥqirha biddik l-ṣarāḥa. wa’t y’illak ’inta lāji’, lāji’ l-sūrī […] ya‘nī fī nās ḥattā ‘andhā 

mfakkara ’innu neḥna, l-, l-, l-mufawwaḍiyye ‘am taṣruf ‘aleynā bi-’aklna w-bi-šurbna w-bi-

sakanna, mālun l-mufawwaḍiyye mā ta‘ṭīna hūn, ya‘nī šū biddī ’a’illik ya‘nī, ‘a-šaḫṣ.. mā b-ta‘ṭī 

‘ašara dinār […] ya‘nī lēš lāji’ ya‘nī? ya‘nī ’anā bi-sabab ’innu ṭala‘t min l-ḥarb w-ṭala‘t min hay 

w.. w-baladī hēk ṣār fī, lēš ’intū wa’t kuntū tījū la-‘andhā […] mā kunnā n’ūlkum lāji’īn.. mā kunnā 

naḥkī lāji’īn.. lēš mā masalan, mū ḍuyūf masalan? mū ’ahl masalan? ya‘nī šū, šū kalimat lāji’ ya‘nī? 

[…] ḥattā l-‘ālam kullo ya‘nī, mu bas ’innu, l-‘ālam kullo ’āḫad ’innu kalimat lāji’.. ḥattā b-iḥkūha 

ya‘nī bi-l-’umam l-muttaḥida, w-bi-l-‘ālam kullo, kalimat lāji’īn, šū lāji’īn ya‘nī? ha-l-’arḍ la-mīn 

ya‘nī? la-šaḫṣ hiyya? 

 

Amer: There are even people who [asked] degradingly refugee like, even this word refugee, I, [if] 

you want honestly I despise it [if] you want me to be honest. The time someone tells you that you 

are a refugee, a Syrian refugee […] Like there are people that even think that we, the, the, the 

UNHCR is providing us with our food and our drink and our residency, they don’t the UNHCR 

doesn’t give us here, like how can I tell you like, per person.. they don’t give him/her ten dinar 

[…] Like why refugee like? Like because I left the war and left this and.. and this happened in my 

country, why are you when you came [to my country] […] We didn’t tell you [that you were] 

refugees.. we didn’t say refugees.. why not for example, not guests for example? Not inhabitants 

for example? Like what, what is the word refugee? […] Even the whole world, not only that, the 

whole world adopt like the word refugee.. they even say it like in the United Nations, and in the 

whole world, the word refugees, like what are refugees? Like, for whom is this earth? is it for 

somebody really?  

 

Amer asks ‘what are refugees’ a question that, when asked by him, a person who is 

conventionally considered to be a refugee, demonstrates the artificiality of the refugee-identity 

when relating it to the fact that both scholarly and politically the same question was asked 

decades ago in order to create the essence of the refugee, a figure that also successfully clearly 

has become understood as essential. In this context, Amer asking this question becomes almost 

derisory as it affects him and the outcomes of his life to the extent that his qualities as a human 

being is determined by an organization constituted by nation states, transforming his identity 
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into something he clearly not identifies with. Drawing from the many conversations about 

comparable dilemmas I suggest that the ‘refugee identity’ is indeed related to the very 

registration for the UNHCR, the documentation. This can be noticed for instance, in Tariq’s 

reflections over why he has not registered. As we were talking about refugee-ness and I asked 

him why he felt that the word refugee rings out negatively, he told me: 

 
Tariq: naẓaret l-‘ālam li-l-lāji’ hiyya ‘illī b-tḫallīk b-tḥass hēk.. ya‘nī ṣarāḥa fī ktīr ’ašḫāṣ.. waḍa‘hun 

l-maddī jayyid, bas masalan, sajjalū bi-l-mufawaḍiyye li-’asbāb ktīre mumkin l-musā‘adāt ‘illī 

kānat b-tijī šahariyyan bi-saba‘ w-‘ašrīn dīnār ’awwal šī ’aw šī, yumkin mišān hadaf l-safar ba‘dēn, 

ya‘nī fī ktīr ahdāf ’innu l-‘ālam b-tsajjal bi-l-mufawaḍiyye, halla’.. l-sarāḥa tarī’at l-ta‘āmul taba‘a 

l-nās.. w-naẓarethum ma‘ l-lāji’īn, mā ḥeluwe, mišān hēk ’anā masalan bi-l-’asās mā sajjalet. 

 
Tariq: How the people view the refugee this is what keeps you feel like this.. like honestly there are 

a lot of persons.. they have a good economic situation, but for example, they registered at the 

UNHCR for many reasons perhaps the supports that came every month with 27 dinar in the 

beginning or something, maybe because of the purpose to travel later, like there are many 

purposes for the people to register at the UNHCR, now.. frankly how they treat people.. and their 

view of the refugees, is not nice, [it is] mainly because of this I for example haven’t registered.  

 

Further, Tariq told me about a situation when he was buying food at a supermarket and when 

he was treated with disrespect as the cashier directed him to the checkout where he could pay 

with his card for the UNHCR.  

 

Tariq: […] b-iḥakīnī bi-ṭarī’a ‘illī mawjūde hunīk, bi-ṭarī’a šwey kānet.. ya‘nī mā fīhā ’iḥtirām bi-

ṣarāḥa, ’annu, ’annu ’inta ’izā […] ma‘k l-kart hūn la-, taba‘a l-mufawaḍiyye, ya‘nī hēk šī, ’innu 

rūḥ ‘a-l-’iḥsāb haḏāk […] ’ultillo ’innu lā’ mū ‘a-l-kart, l-mufawaḍiyye, w-’innu ḫalaṣ tfaḍḍal 

ya‘nī ’innu ’ištarēt šaġle.. 

Hanna: ’anā raḥ ’adfa‘ ya‘nī[…] 

Tariq: ’ay tamāman bas huwwe šū ya‘nī ḥakā kalime, bad w-’anā nza‘jet w-huwwa mā b-tefri’ 

ma‘o.. huwwe ya‘nī bi-nisba ’ilo.. ‘ādī, ’amma huwwa ṭarī’at l-naẓra taba‘o […] kānat mū ḥeluw.. 

mišān hēk ’anā masalan.. lā sajjalt w-la-biddī asajjil bi-l-sarāḥa.. li-annu ṭarīqat-l-ta‘āmul ma‘ l-

‘ālam inni hēke innu inta lāji’ ’inta ‘am tāḫud maṣārī min l-ḥukūma.. ya‘nī ‘arifti kīf? 

 

Tariq: […] He talked to me in a way present there, in a way that was a bit.. like there is no respect 

actually, that, that if you […] Have the card here for, for the UNHCR, something like this, like 
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go to the checkout over there […] I told him that no not on the card, the UNHCR, and that that’s 

all there you go like I bought something.. 

Hanna: Like I will pay […] 

Tariq: Yes exactly but what this is [about] like he said a word, a bad one and I became upset and 

he doesn’t care.. he like according to him.. it’s normal, indeed the way he views […] was not nice.. 

because of this I for example.. have neither registered and nor do I want to register honestly.. 

because the way they treat people like this that you are a refugee you are taking money from the 

government.. you know?  

 

The interconnections of being Syrian, a refugee and the issue of registering at the UNHCR are 

visible in this passage: to choose to not pay with the card from the UNHCR ultimately becomes 

a way of resisting this forced identification of what it means to be Syrian, i.e. a refugee. Drawing 

from this it is safe to say that in the ontology of the nation state there is no grey area but instead 

humans who travel across borders for reasons other than work, studies or tourism, simply 

become refugees. In other words, there is no way to take a decision to leave an inhospitable place, 

arrive in another place, and simultaneously keep one’s autonomy, identity and self-respect, if 

you are not fortunate to have specific political or economic means. Saying this I do not refer to 

the conventional idea that people lose this by seeking refuge, being ‘displaced’, ‘lost’ or 

‘uprooted’, but rather I suggest that it is the very understanding of the refugee’s essence is that 

is the problem; we are indeed lacking a more comprehensive understanding of displacement 

that forces these categorizations of humans.  

 

Humanity as geography  

Lubna: United Nations ’akbar kizbe bi-haḏ l-duniye, ’akbar kizbe, lā hiyya united wa-la nation, 

hiyya ‘ebāra ‘an majmū‘a min l-ḥaramiyye, majmū‘a min l-naṣābīn, aqna‘ū nās ’innu “neḥna 

bidnā nusā‘idkun”, hunnen lā b-isā‘idū wa-la šī, hunnen b-iḫdumū maṣāleḥ ’uḫrā, bi-’ajendāt 

’uḫrā, bi-tafāṣīl ’uḫrā, mā b-itḫuṣṣ l-’insāniyye bi-šay’.. ’anā lamā biddī ’ijī sā‘id ’insān b-isā‘ido ‘a-

seket.. ’inti lamā biddik tšūfī ’insān faqīr b-itrūḥī b-iddi’ī bābo mā te‘edī b-itṣawwarī […] šū l-

’insāniyya hay? hay ismhā ẓull wa-la lā’? ‘anjad ’ismhā ẓull. lamā ’anā biddī ’āḫud ṭarḍ ma‘ūnāt l-

‘ā’ile, kullo taṣwīr taṣwīr, w-tašyīr tašyīr, šū ha-l, šū ha-l-united nation hay? 

 
Lubna: United Nations is the biggest lie in this world, the biggest lie, it is neither united nor nation, it is 

equivalent to a group of thieves, a group of cheaters, they convinced people that “we want to help 
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you”, they don’t help at all, they serve other interests, with other agendas, with other 

characteristics, it doesn’t concern the humanity at all.. When I want to come [and] help a human 

being I help him in silence.. when you want to meet a poor person you go knock his door you 

don’t sit [and] take pictures [of him] […] What kind of humanity is this? Is it injustice or not? 

Seriously, it is injustice. When I want to take a box of subsidies for the family, it’s all taking picture 

taking picture and sharing sharing9, what, what kind of United Nation is this? 

 

Regarding the relationship between mobility, the UNHCR and the refugee, this section aims 

to discuss my interlocutors understandings of the “shared humanity (Malkki 1994)” constituting 

the international presence in Jordan in this case. Lubna’s reflections of humanity as she relates 

it to the UN demonstrates the issue with constituting simplified categorizations of peoples and 

populations, in this case the charismatic figures of “the needy, sick, dirty recipient and the 

strong, healthy, clean giver (Malkki 2015: 8)”. Territory is central in this understanding, since 

suffering is 

 
essentially located “over there”. The “suffering stranger” is still the main imagined as “distant” 

(Boltanski 1993; Haskell 1998), socially anonymous, only “basically” human, and usually only 

momentarily in the worker’s or volunteer’s life (Malkki 2015: 7). 

 

Being ‘basically human’ is a theme that have emerged in many conversations during my 

fieldwork, as my interlocutors are trying to deal with the realization that they have become just 

that, human beings for whom the basics in life should be enough, according to the international 

community. Lubna’s important observation on the difference between giving aid in silence or 

public for instance, illustrates the connections between the ‘refugee problem’ and the NGO self-

image. During my time spent at one of the organizations in Amman we often got visitors from 

other NGO’s or local and international celebrities who in different ways supported the 

organization. It was everything from organizing activities for the children or giving them gifts. 

Nevertheless, every visit always included the unavoidable picture taking and/or video making 

with the children, in which, for the children unknown people were posing together with them 

before they left with enough material for their own advantages. As they left the center, the same 

discussions at the office always followed. My colleagues who worked at the organization had as 

the children also left Syria, and they expressed feelings as something resembling mockery. The 

mockery that organizations and people came to their center for the purpose of showing the 

                                                
9 Talking about sharing in this context, it was clear that Lubna meant sharing on social media. 
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world that they gave the ‘poor Syrian children’ an hour of happiness, a new toy or a Happy 

Meal from McDonalds, that they were good people, while the children would go home to their 

parents, still representing figures of refuge, while the world still excluded them. The 

uncomfortable feelings expressed at the office were somehow connected to the symbolism of the 

‘refugee child’ on a picture, misrepresenting both the children’s and my colleagues’ everyday 

lives. In these visits, it was evident that the refugee child became the general representative of 

true suffering in the making of effective, imaginative and representational practices (Malkki 

2015). 

 
It is all too easy to strip children of their personhood and to fill them with a pure humanity and an 

unspoiled nature… In the process, we (adults) place them outside the complications of history, 

beyond the lines drawn by political violence. They are the innocent representatives of a common 

humanity, able to appeal — across the boundaries of race, culture, and nation — to an underlying, 

essential humanity many of us (at certain times) believe we all share (85). 

 

Ironically this ‘shared humanity’ in itself maintains the hierarchical order of different peoples, 

populations and geographies. The characterizations through images and videos in different 

kinds of NGO advertisements raise serious ethical questions, but also questions about 

geography, that is, the localization of the sufferer and the aid worker/volunteer/expat. In other 

words, drawing from scholars such as Joseph Massad, Liisa Malkki, Sarah Kunz and William 

H. Legget, I suggest that while the ‘refugee identity’ becomes an issue of resistance for many, 

the contrasting identity is instead encouraged. Connecting the identity of the refugee to post-

colonial geographical spaces, westerners tend to enforce the dichotomy between the western 

selves and the local others (Legget 2012: 82), that is, imagining a communion with other 

westerners based on the dichotomies constructed within the national order. One day my 

colleagues asked me to join a day extra at the center as an interpreter, as they were taking a 

course in psycho drama for children with a psychologist visiting from Switzerland. Sitting on 

the floor in a circle the psychologist noticed my tattoo on my wrist. In a way insisting some kind 

of unity between me and her, she asked me about what the other girls on the floor thought 

about it hinting ‘about their culture’. Uncomfortable by the question, I translated it to the group 

even though I understood that the comment was meant to me alone, upon which her 

imagination of difference was disconfirmed. Likewise, the same day as we were chatting during 

a break, I told her that I lived together with my fiancé in Sweden upon which she lowered her 

voice stating that clearly this was not something I could tell anyone here, meaning that my 

colleagues would not understand that how I could live together with someone without being 
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married. Further, I participated in the exercises as I was interpreting in which some of them 

implied doing different activities while listening to music. A couple of times the psychologist 

directed her comments to me, saying things like, “you should know this composer” as she played 

Mozart, indicating an illogical asymmetry in a context where, for instance, Nadine has a 

bachelor in music, knowing much more than me about music history. William Legget (2012) 

calls this ‘colonial imagination’, suggesting that western selves in postcolonial spaces tend to 

maintain both spatial and temporal distance from the ‘others’. In this case it was obvious that 

the imagination of this woman united both of us spatially and temporarily, as I automatically 

became the modern, sophisticated one in the group. 

 
In this construction of self and other, the colonial imagination does more than create a reality that 

denies the contemporaneousness of human populations; it operates also as a high-powered medium 

of domination that recalls the asymmetry of colonial relations (Legget 2012). 

 

As the suffering is happening ‘over there’, it is important to view this recalling of asymmetrical 

colonial relations in respect to humanity and geography. Namely, the importance to recognize 

the ways in which the refugee, the idea of loss and suffering, aid and nationalism interconnect 

and function as affirmative of each other, sustaining a world order that ultimately determine 

the lives of those people I have met in Jordan. I suggest that these terms also reinforce an 

asymmetry in the hierarchy of needs. That is, the understanding of the categorization of people 

on certain geographical spaces as ‘basically human’ while people on other geographical spaces 

are more than that. For the refugee for instance, it is enough to eat, sleep and breathe. The 

problem however, is that it is not enough: 

 

Lubna: ’anā mā b-aṭlub šaf’a min ḥadā, mā b-uṭlub raḥme min ḥadā, mā b-aṭlub maṣārī min ḥadā, 

fa-kalimat lāji’ marbūṭa bi-’innak ’inte begging money, ’inta ‘am taṭlub maṣārī, ’inta ‘am taṭlub 

šafa’a, fa-bi-tālī reddet fa‘el l-’insān l-’iyām hay, mā fīhā luṭf, ya‘nī, masalan, yunafriḍ innu ’anā 

biddī maṣārī ‘anjad, mafrūḍ ’anā ’ijī ’ūl la-’aḫī l-’insān, ’inti mafrūḍ, ’inti my sister, hēk mafrūḍ, 

’innu law samaḥtī, ’anā biddī masalan […] l-taṣarruf l-ṭabī‘ī li-l-’insān li-l-humanity ’innu “ḥāḍir 

‘alā ‘aynī ta‘āl!” w-kaza hay, lā’! halla’ biddak tatrajjāo w-tbūs ’īdo w.. lā’! […] fa-mafhūm kalimat 

lāji’ murtabiṭa tamāman bi-l-ẓull.. bas.. ya‘nī ’inta lāji’ ya‘nī ’inta biddak tatrajjā la-taḥṣul ‘alā 

’adnā mustawā min mutaṭallabāt l-ḥayāt, ’adnā mustawā.. bas li-ta‘īš, ṭab huwwa l-

hadaf ’allāh ḫala’nā innu neḥna bas na‘īš natnaffas? bas!? hāḏa ‘illī ’anā biddī ’atrajjā 

minšāno? ’innu please ḫalīnī bas ’a‘īš!? haḏi mū ’ismo ḥayāt […] ḫārūf ‘am b-y‘īš, w-l-nimle ‘am 
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b-it‘īš, w-l-šajara ‘am b-it‘īš, ’anā šajara? lā’! ya‘nī ’anā ‘am b-itsāwīnī equal to other creatures, 

hāy hiyya, hāy hiyya l-’insāniyye? 

 

Lubna: I don’t request pity from anyone, I don’t request mercy from anyone, I don’t request money 

from anyone, so the word refugee is tied to that you are begging money, you are asking for money, 

you are asking for pity, hence the human reaction these days, there is no courtesy, like, for 

example, assuming that I want money for real, I should go to my human brother, you should, you 

are my sister, this is supposed, that if you may, I need for example […] The natural behavior for 

the human for humanity is like “I’m ready to help you come!” and like this, no! Now you need to 

beg him and kiss his hand and.. no! […] So it is understood [that] the word refugee is completely 

connected to injustice.. only.. like you are a refugee like you need to beg to get to the lowest 

standard of the requirements of life, the lowest standard.. just to live, okay so is the purpose that 

god created us just to live and breathe? Just!? Is this what I need to beg for? That please just let me 

live!? This is not what life is […] A sheep lives, and the ant lives, and the tree lives, am I a tree? 

No! Like, you are making me equal to other creatures, is this, is this what humanity is? 

 

The hierarchy separating the citizen and the refugee does not only concern rights and mobility, 

but ultimately also the fundamentality of life where for some people it is ‘enough to just breathe’, 

while other people have an inherent right to pursue everything that life has to give. Lubna’s 

reflections about the value of life demonstrates the very irrationality of these categorizations. 

Evidently, there is no ‘pure need’. Nothing is completed as the international community keep 

feeding the ‘displaced’. No one wants to be fed for seven years. 

 

Maher: ’izā ’anti yijī ḥakūlik hanā, hāy beyt hūn bi-l-’urdun, w-hāy siyyāra w-‘īšī hūn yā hanā, b-

t‘īšī..? mindūn Love, mindūn ’ummak w-’abūki.. hāḏ mawqif tānī.. law jābūlik ’ummik w-’abūki 

la-hūn w-‘išti ma‘hum ’inti hūn, mā tartāḥī.. ḍall hanīnak la-baladik, la-beytik ‘illī nši’ti w-la‘ibti 

w-kabarti fiyyo, ḏikrayātik w-ḥāratik w-’ahlak w-nāsik w-jīrānik .. w-‘ādātik w-taqālīdik, w-

mabāda’ ’innu kullhā hunāk […] hanā l-rūḥ, l-rūḥ b-tisraḥ hunāk […] ktīr min ’aḥiyān hēk.. ’innu 

wēn ’anī, wēn kunt, wēn ṣurt, beytī w-ġurftī, jīrānī, 'aṣdiqā’ī, ’ahlī garābtī, ḫālī, ḫāltī, rafgātī.. 

 

Maher: If they came and said to you Hanna, this is a house here in Jordan, and this is a car and 

live here Hanna, would you live..? without Love10, without your mother and your father.. this is 

another situation ..  if they brought your mother and your father here for you and you lived with 

them here, you wouldn’t rest.. you would keep longing for your country, for the house where you 

                                                
10 The name of my fiancé 
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[were raised] and played and grew up in, your memories and your neighborhood and your family 

and your people and your neighbors ..  your customs and your traditions, and convictions like 

everything is there […] Hanna the soul, the soul drifts over there […] Often I think like this.. like 

where am I, where was I, where have I become, my house and my room, my neighbors, my 

friends, my family my relatives, my uncle, my aunt, my friends.. 

 

Much scholarship would perhaps automatically interpret Maher’s reflections as confirming the 

concepts of territorial belonging, nativity and displacement. Instead I suggest that this passage 

demonstrates that experiences of feeling ‘basically human’ naturally results in desiring life 

elsewhere, in Maher’s case, return to Syria. For this thesis, examining experiences of mobility, 

it is significant to notice however, that return to Syria has not been the aspiration for everyone 

in this study. Rather, it is the search for a totality of life: independence, family, friends and 

freedom. Some believe to find this through a future repatriation, while others believe to find 

this elsewhere. What instead unifies my interlocutors is that they do not believe they will find it 

in Jordan, which evidently demonstrates a multidimensional, and thus more comprehensive 

picture of the conventional understanding of the essence of the ‘displaced’ or the ‘refugee’. 

 

Summary  

The figure of the refugee does not only function as an element of maintaining the idea of 

territorial boundedness but also as a symbol for geographical categorizations of peoples, 

emerging from a historical hierarchy. This chapter has given an account of this figure and how 

it functions as a fundamental element in safeguarding different concepts interrelated to relative 

(im)mobility. Since the creation of the specific refugee document, the Nansen Passport, in the 

beginning of the 20th century, the ‘refugee identity’ has been officially established containing a 

specific set of qualities and thus stripping of all other qualities shaping a human. The testimonies 

in this chapter has demonstrated the difficult dilemmas of resisting or accepting refugee 

documentations, since register as a refugee implies accepting the imposed ‘refugee identity’. 

The ‘refugee identity’ has evidently become to imply qualities that my interlocutors do not 

identify with.  

     Further, the ‘refugee identity’ should not simply be considered as an antonym to the citizen, 

but it also involves a geographical hierarchy. This chapter has suggested that the figure of the 

refugee is linked to a colonial past, meaning that the ‘refugee identity’ was created in an already 
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hierarchical order of different peoples, populations and geographies. Thus, the ‘shared 

humanity’ upholding the ontology of internationalism, localizes the aid worker and the aid 

recipient on different geographical spaces, but also on different places on the hierarchy of needs. 

The aid recipient, the sufferer, symbolizes a ‘pure need’ in contrast to the aid worker, who 

evidently symbolizes another type of human. These categorizations are not unlike the concepts 

of the ‘primitive’ and the colonizer in another time in history. In contrast, my interlocutors 

constantly refuse being stripped of autonomy, identity and self-respect, which demonstrate that 

there is no such thing as ‘pure need’. 

     The following chapter contextualizes the refugee camp historically and contemporarily, a 

crucial component in forming a foundation for the upholding of ‘the national order’ and which 

as a result, affects human (im)mobility within national borders.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Spaces but not places 

 

The sanctuary city was located in the middle of the dessert land, far away from the civilization. It 

was a dusty place, overcrowded with people and tents that, with time, came to be replaced with 

caravans as the space urbanized.   

     Waiting. Waiting for their turn to the mobile-chargers, waiting for their turn to the drinking 

water, waiting for their turn to the shared kitchen, waiting for their turn to go to the bathroom. 

There was as much masses as there was sand. No space, no privacy, no air.  

     This was it: the longed-for rest that wasn’t relaxing at all, the newfound safety that wasn’t safe 

at all, the stability that wasn’t stable at all. It was the new ‘temporary’ life that in reality wasn’t 

going to be temporary at all.  

     This wouldn’t work, there had to be a way out, and fortunately there was. At least for some of 

them at a certain time. Before Jordan decided to close the camps, they could find someone to take 

them out of here, a bailsman, kafīl. Now however, not even a bailsman would get anyone out 

permanently. Those who were in the camps, were in the camps, and those who were outside, were 

outside, ḫalaṣ.  

 

The camp – a space of exceptionality or autonomy? 

This chapter represent the last piece of this thesis: how spaces within nation states become sites 

for specific articulations for both upholding and resisting the national order. By examining the 

refugee camp as the last puzzle of conceptualizing mobility, this chapter adds to the 

understanding by examining control and management of population mobility within national 

borders. za‘tarī, Zaatari, like any other camp, should be understood as a specific space, 

functioning as a physical marker of inclusion and exclusion, as territorial and extraterritorial at 

the same time: like a national border, the camp is understood as something ‘outside’ or ‘in 

between’ the territorial nation state (Khosravi 2010; Salter 2006; Walters 2002). 
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     This understanding of the camp is regarded as the ‘Agambian view’, from which much 

scholarship has theorized further on its exceptionality (Khosravi 2010; Malkki 1995; Salter 

2006; Walters 2002). To protect the virtue of the nation, the exceptionality of the refugee camp 

should be understood as similar to a national border: if the purpose of the border is to keep the 

unwanted outside, the purpose of the refugee camp is to regulate and manage human mobility 

within, in order to “sustain the principle that all the world’s population can be ascribed a 

‘country’ (Walters 2002: 286)”. In other words, by separating citizens and non-citizens through 

establishing camps away from the urban areas, the national order can be preserved.  

     However, recent scholarship has claimed that the Agambian view, through emphasizing  the 

exceptionality of the camp, victimizes the refugee, making the refugee a device for metaphysical 

arguments, and thus calls for a de-exceptionalization of the camp (Sigona 2015). Perhaps it is 

in its place to say that Agamben’s fundamental understanding of the refugee lacks political or 

social agency, but it is important not to dismiss his concept as it addresses the very intention of 

the camp in the first place.  

 
The refugee camp was a vital device of power: The spatial concentration and ordering of people that 

it enabled, as well as the administrative and bureaucratic processes it facilitated within its boundaries, 

had far-reaching consequences. The segregation of nationalities; the orderly organization of 

repatriation or third-country resettlement; medical and hygienic programs and quarantining; 

“perpetual screening” (173:59) and the accumulation of documentation on the inhabitants of the 

camps; the control of movement and black-marketing; law enforcement and public discipline; and 

schooling and rehabilitation were some of the operations that the spatial concentration and ordering 

of people enabled or facilitated. Through these processes, the modern, postwar refugee emerged as 

a knowable, nameable figure and as an object of social-scientific knowledge (Malkki 1995: 498). 

 

Evidently, ignored in the attempt to move beyond the Agambian view of the camp by claiming 

it to be a place for political agency, as scholars such as Sigona (2015), Ramadan (2013), and 

Levy (2010) have done, is the difference between the purpose of the camp and what people 

within this space make of it. I argue that the camp indeed needs to be viewed as exceptional 

and we should not too easily de-exceptionalise it. 

 

Lina: l-nās hanna, hennen ‘illī ṣana‘ū hāḏ l-šī, hunnen sana‘ū hay l-ḥayā ‘illī juwa za‘tarī, hennen 

ṣana‘ū l-ḥayā ‘illī šwey.. ya‘nī yi’dirū yi’.. 

Maryam: yukammillu. 
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Lina: yitābi‘ū fiyya, ya‘nī ‘arifti? bas hennen mū ma‘nāt ’innu ’izā hennen ṭawwarū šwey za‘tarī 

ma‘nātha hennen hāḏ l-šī ‘illī biddun yāh, ’aw hāḏ l-šī ‘illī ’aṣlan, hennen mā kānū hēk ‘āyišīn.. 

hennen ṭawwarū l-lā-ḥayā ‘illī hunnen fiyya la-tṣīr šwey tišbah l-ḥayā taba‘un bas hunnen mū hāḏ 

l-šī ‘illī biddun yāh, hunnen biddun yarja‘ū w-yiṭla‘ū w-yi‘īšū mitl ‘a-l-qalīle mā kān […] hunnen 

maḥrūmīn min kull šī […] 

 

Lina: The people Hanna, it is they who created this, they made this life that is inside Zaatari, they 

created the life that is a bit.. like so they ca.. 

Maryam: continue.  

Lina: pursue with it, like you know? But [it] doesn’t mean that if they advanced Zaatari a bit this 

means this is what they want, or this is what originally, they didn’t live like this.. they developed 

the no-life that they are in so that it becomes a little bit similar to their life but this is not what they 

want, they want to return and to get out and live at least a little bit like it was […] They are 

deprived of everything […]  

 

Lina’s reflections raise questions about the logic of refugee agency in the camps as delegitimizing 

its exceptional nature. To view the space as a ‘no life’ out of which they themselves make ‘a life’, 

reveals the nature of the camp and contradicts the nature of the refugee. Thus, this ultimately 

raises questions about the obligation to prove refugee agency in the first place. As Lina clearly 

states, the agency that is happening within the camp space is brought by the people themselves; 

it does not disprove exceptional nature of the space itself. Perhaps it is instead in its place to ask 

when refugee agency became a question at all? Asking this question it becomes clear what 

Malkki (1995), Agamben (1995) and Khosravi (2010) argue, that camps “impose ‘refugee ness’, 

not as a juridical category but rather as a mode of being, an identity, on individuals (Khosravi 

2010: 70)”. Indeed, human agency even among the most unsettled has always existed 

throughout history (Blumi 2013; Cohen 2014; Ho 2006). Thus, to claim the camp as a site of 

agency ignores the important detail that this was not the fundamental intention of the camp, 

rather it has played a crucial role in the categorization of the refugee as passively waiting, being 

basically human in need for the ‘basics in life’, as discussed in chapter three. However, humans 

are living there, which naturally makes it a site of agency, but it does not dismiss the fundamental 

nature of camp.  

     Thus, the need to anthropologically prove that refugees inside camps are active members of 

communities, agents in their everyday lives, political or economic actors, is to ignore the fact 

that the ‘refugee identity’ as we know it, was invented for the purpose of the national order, and 

in which the camp was a site in its service. Thus, while Levy (2010) claims that in 
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overdramatizing the camp, Agamben orientalizes and exotifies the refugee, I suggest that in 

discussing the camp with a vocabulary as “burden sharing” and feel obliged to claim that the 

refugees are “struggling for their rights” (101), ignores the history of the construction of the 

refugee while simultaneously reinforces the idea of the refugee as a human category.  

     Most of the people I met, came to Zaatari when they first arrived in Jordan, and all of them 

found a way to leave the camp in order to live in the urban areas. The last years however, I 

have been told that the Jordanian government has changed the laws prohibiting anyone who 

arrived in Jordan by land between the Syrian-Jordanian border, to settle in the urban areas. As 

for Nesrin’s sister who lives in ’azraq, Azraq, this have implied her not being able to visit Nesrin 

where she lives in Amman, in the Al Hussein Camp. Even though both sisters have been living 

in Jordan for more than five years, they have not been able to meet each other because of 

current laws restricting refugees from certain zones of Azraq to leave the camp, and anyone 

from the outside to visit. One day, Nesrin took her children and her bags and went to this camp.  

 

Nesrin: mā tatḫayyali Hanna wa’t šūfna ba‘ḍ, mā tatḫayyalī.. 

Hanna: kunti mabsūṭa? 

Nesrin: […] mā tatḫayyalīš ’ad etḫaḍa‘etlo l-ḍābiṭ la-ḥattā fawwatnī la-‘andhā […] ḥa-būs rijlo, 

waṣalt la-’innī būs rijlo ’ultillo būs ’ijrak fawwatnī.. bas ’anā mā b-aḥkī hēk ’uddām ’awlādi.. 

ḫada‘tillo ’inno biddī ’abūs ’ijro mišān ’allah fawwatnī šūfa, saba‘ sinīn ya‘nī ‘illī bitrūḥ […] lēš!? 

lak šū ’āmile ’uḫtī la-taḥbisūhā wara l-šīk? māna ’irhābīyīn wa-la fajjaret hūn wa-la ‘amalet wa-

la, wa-la ’etlet ḥadā, wa-la dabḥet ḥadā.. lēš? mā tṣawwarī ’awlādha, mā tṣawwarī, mā tṣawwarī 

l-manẓar kīf.. mā tṣawwarī l-ẓill ’illī […] mā tṣawwarī šlūn ‘āyišīn.. mā tṣawwarī šlūn ‘am b-

ynāmū, mā tetṣawwarī kīf ‘am yašrabū, kīf ‘am yašrabū may.. ‘ādiyye.. mā fī may mfeltara mā fī 

may ṣaḥiyye.. l-ḥamāmāt ’anā ‘aešt bi-l-muḫayyam bas l-ḥamdu li-llāh ’anā ṭala‘et.. bas hāy 

yumkin ṭūl ‘omra ḍall ‘āyiše juwa.. mā tṣawwarī kīf l-ḥamāmāt tfūti l-’araf […] b-t’ullī “bi-l-ṣīf mā 

‘am na’dir narkid ẓahrnā ‘a-l-karafānīš”, nār, nār, ḥadīd, nār, l-karafāne ḥadīd! zink w-ḥadīd! mā 

‘ad ta’dar terkud ẓahra.. 

 

Nesrin: You can’t imagine Hanna the moment we saw each other, you can’t imagine.. 

Hanna: Were you happy? 

Nesrin: […] You can’t imagine how much I obeyed him the officer so that he would let me in to 

her […] I [would] kiss his feet, I reached [to that level] that I was about to kiss his feet I told him 

I kiss your feet let me in.. but I don’t speak like this in front of my children.. I obeyed him like I 

would his kiss feet so that he for god’s sake would let me in so that I could see her, seven years like 

that pass by […] Why!? What has my sister done for them to put her behind the fence? We are 
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not terrorists neither she did not blow [anything] up nor did she nor, nor killed anyone, nor 

decapitated anyone.. why? You can’t imagine her children, you can’t imagine, you can’t imagine 

the view how.. you can’t imagine the injustice that […] You can’t imagine how they are living.. 

how they sleep, you can’t imagine how they drink, how they drink water.. normal.. there is no 

filtered water there is no healthy water, the bathrooms I lived in the camp but thank god I left.. 

but [she] perhaps through her whole life she will keep living inside.. you can’t imagine how the 

bathrooms you enter the disgust […] She tells me “in the summer we cannot lean our backs on 

the caravans”, fire, fire, iron, fire, the caravan is iron! Zink and iron! She cannot lean her back..   

 

Azraq, the latest established refugee camp in Jordan, is also the camp with the strictest 

surveillance and control. For those who are settled in zone five, no one can either leave the 

camp or enter any other zone within the camp. Nesrin’s reflections make the question of agency 

seem unclear. For, what are we trying to prove through demonstrating that refugees are agents 

in sites constructed for exclusion? Are we trying to un-prove an, by ourselves, invented identity? 

Perhaps we should let historians do that kind of research instead, a field that puts our 

understandings in a time perspective, where a different world outlook with other understandings 

of the refugee can be revealed, disproving present established conceptualizations. In this 

ethnographical thesis, perhaps it is more important to recognize that however how much agency 

refugees have, the camp remain a segregating space, keeping stigmatized identities and 

undesirable groups away from the civilization, “like lepers in the Middle Ages, who were kept 

outside city walls (Khosravi 2010: 70).” 

 

Ahmad: ḥayā l-muḫayyam ṣa‘be, ṣa‘be bi-l-’aḫīr ya‘nī l-muḫayyam bi-l-ṣaḥra. 
Hanna: ’anā kunt bi-l-za‘tarī marra wāḥida. 

Ahmad: ’aha, ya‘nī šufti wēn maḥallo! ya‘nī ṣaḥra, saḥra, mā fī, mū madīna wa-la hiyya balde! inti 

‘āyiše makān fārḍī [sic], fāriġ, mā fiyyo ’ayye šī.. 
  

Ahmad: The life in the camp is hard, extremely hard like.. the camp is in the dessert.  

Hanna: I was in Zaatari once. 

Ahmad: Aha, like you saw where it is located! Like dessert, dessert, there is no, it’s neither a city 

nor a village! You are living in an empty11, empty place, there is nothing there..  

 

                                                
11 In the context I interpreted this word as a mix between the words fāḍī and fāriġ which both of them indicate the 

meaning empty, and with which Ahmad corrected himself directly after, saying fāriġ.  
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 Ahmad’s reflections about life in the camp demonstrate a two-dimensional exceptionality. First, 

the geographical location of the camp, and secondly in the same light, the topography of the 

camp. Topography and geography relate since, while the purpose of the camp is to place 

undesired people outside of the society, its existence is not recognized as a part of the nation 

since it is invisible on every official map (Khosravi 2010).  

 

Camps occupy space but are not recognised as official places. Their inhabitants live, give birth and 

die there for generations but are not recognised as a community (70). 

 

Drawing from this, existing on soil while simultaneously not on any map, Zaatari, like all other 

camps in Jordan and elsewhere, become a space but not a place (70). Arguably, there is a need 

for this kind of conceptualization of the camp while simultaneously not interrupting the 

autonomy of the people living there. For, while the experiences of living in camps are many and 

diverse, involving complexities and dimensions that are often missed by scholarship, we must 

not ignore the historical and contemporary contexts in which sites for separation, isolation and 

population management emerge and function as a natural part of the world.  

 

‘Basically human’ – between isolation and civilization 

Fadi: ba‘ḍ l-duwal ta‘mal, bi-l-muḫayyam, manāṭiq, masalan fī manṭi’a ’isma manṭi’at l-su‘ūd, 

’innu hay masalan ḥukūme su‘ūdiyye mawwalet maṣārī la-binā’ karavāns, mumkin tkūn 

mumayyaze, šwey, ‘an bā’ī l-karavāns, qaṭar, nafs l-šī ‘amalet, fa-ṣāret l-šaġle, bi-ṣarāḥa muqrife, 

ktīr disgusting, ktīr ktīr mū šwey, ’innu.. ’innu ’intū ‘am taḍḥakū ‘a-l-‘ālam, ‘am takzibū ‘a-l-‘ālam.  

 

Fadi: Some countries make, in the camp, areas, for example there is an area called the Saudis’ 

area, that this for example the Saudi government funded the building of caravans, perhaps it’s 

privileged, a little, in comparison to other caravans, Qatar, did the same thing, so the thing has 

become, frankly repulsive, very disgusting, very very not little, that.. that you are laughing at the 

people, you are lying to the people.  

 

Liisa Malkki (1995) argues that it is the geographical concentration of the ‘displaced’ people 

that gives room for processes making the refugee become a knowable, nameable figure and as 
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an object of social-scientific knowledge. Refugee camps in the form they exist today, have 

existed since the end of the second world war, and have ever since, except for being a temporary 

and spatially site for refugees, also been an accessible site for humanitarian interventions as 

much as research and documentation: it is in the camp the modern figure of the refugee, the 

basic human, largely takes shape (Malkki 1995). In the many conversations I have had with my 

interlocutors, it is visible the significance for resisting exactly that figure of the camp. Fadi’s 

passage specifically stresses humanitarian intervention as something humiliating. Furthermore, 

he stresses the isolated space of the camp, something that is unescapable despite the ‘refugee 

agency’ found inside.  

 

Fadi: halla’ l-muḫayyam, okey, ṣār, ṣār madīne, w-kabīr, bas kull yawm, kull yawm, ya‘nī ‘afwan 

’anā kull yawm b-ašūf nafs l-manẓar, b-ašūf nafs l-..wujūh, nafs l-makān, mā fī ktīr, ḥattā tarfīh, 

entertainment, mā fī ktīr, mā fī, mumkin, mumkin l-šaḫṣ ‘illī harab, mumkin yilā’ī šuġl barra, 

mumkin, yilā’ī šuġl barra […] yijī yšūf, yaṭla‘ yšūf l-, l-nās l-‘ādiyīn kīf ‘āyišīn, yšūf l-.. ’eh.. ṭā‘im 

[sic], kafēhāt, w-’anā b-a‘rif ’innu hunne, mā b-yfakkirū hēk, mā b-yfakkirū “naṭla‘ šūf maṭ‘am”, 

lamā b-aḥkī ’innu ’anā masalan mā ma‘ī, I dont have, mā ma‘ī maṣārī, ’arūḥ ‘a-l-maṭ‘am, bas 

biddī ’ašūf l-‘ālam, ’ašūf ḥarake, ’ašūf sayyārāt.. jūwa, bi-l-muḫayyam, ’inte ‘am tšūfī kull yawm 

nafs l-šī. 

 

Fadi: Now the camp, okey, it became, it became a city, and it’s big, but every day, every day, like 

exuse me [but] I see the same view every day, I see the same.. faces, the same place, there is not 

much, even entertainment, entertainment, there is not much, there is not, maybe, maybe the person 

who fled, maybe he finds work outside, maybe, he finds work outside […] he comes [and] sees, 

he goes out [and] sees the, the ordinary people how they leave, he sees the.. eh.. restaurants12, 

cafés, and I know that they do not think like this, they don’t think “we go out and see a restaurant” 

when I say that I for example don’t have money, I don’t have, I don’t have money, to go to a 

restaurant, but I want to see the people, see movement, see cars.. inside, in the camp, like you see 

the same things every day.  

 

Connecting these passages, it is visible the interplay between isolation, life expectations and the 

processes of constructing the figure of the refugee discussed by Malkki (1995). The refugee, as 

understood in the ‘Agambian’ sense, is a human stripped of all of the rights of a human since 

                                                
12 The Arabic word for restaurants is maṭā‘im, however in the conversation it was clear that Fadi meant 

restaurants.   
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man is no more equal to the citizen (Agamben 1995). Evidently, it is the conventional 

understanding of the refugee that legitimizes the modern spatial management of refuge in the 

nation state system. Lubna sees through these legitimizations, questions the life situation within 

the camps and regards it as something undoubtedly intentional.   

 

Lubna: su’āl, ’anā biddī ’as’alik, neḥna halla’ bi-l-qarn l-wāḥid wa-la ‘ašrīn? hal yajib ’inno ya‘īš l-

’insān bi-ḫēme? neḥna bi-qarn l-wāḥid wa-la ‘ašrīn ṣurnā ‘am naḫtari‘.. ’eh.. concrete, bricusted, 

w-lissa fī nās b-t‘īš bi-l-ḫēme? neḥna bi-l-qarn l-wāḥid wa-la ‘ašrīn ‘annā karnavāls [sic] 

mutanaqqila ‘am minrūḥ fīhā, trips w-journeys, w-lissa fī nās b-t‘īšū bi-ḥeyme? hal yuftaraḍ 

neḥna bi-l-qarn l-wāḥid wa-la ‘ašrīn fī ’insān ‘am yi‘īš bi-l-ḫēme? ṭab lēš? ṭab, balāš ha-l-su’āl, 

neḥna mā mumkin hay l-ḫēme nastabdilhā bi-beyt musbaq l-ṣunu‘? ne’dir wa-la mā ne’dir? ne-

’dir. bas lēš ’i-ḫtarnā l-ḫēme? lēš? la-neksir, la-neksir šu‘ūr l-’amān bi-’alb hāḏ l-’insān, la-neksiro, 

wallāhī, bas ma’ṣūde, ma’ṣūda! hāda l-’insān ‘illī harbān min l-ḥarb biddnā nḥaṭimo, neḥna bi-l-

qarn l-wāḥid wa-la ‘ašrīn mū qādira duwal l-‘ālam kill ḥayāthā taba‘at maṣārī la-nibniyo qurra 

min l-concrete? ne’dir wa-la mā mne’dir? ne’dir. ṭab lēš ’iḫtarnā l-ḫēme ‘illī hiyya māšī ‘illi hiyya 

hēk b-tamsikīhā tanmazi‘, lēš? lēš? lēš ’iḫtarnālo ḫēme!? w-neḥna ne’dir ’innu nibnīlo, li-’annu 

ma’ṣūda ’innak ’inte taksirlo ra’bto, bas.  

 

Lubna: A question, I want to ask you, are we now in the 1st or the 20th century? Does a human 

have to live in a tent? Is it in the 1st or the 20th century we started inventing.. eh.. concrete, bicrusted, 

and still there are people who live in a tent? Is it in the 1st or 20th century we have movable 

caravans13 we’re going with them, [on] trips and journeys, and still there are people living in a tent? 

Are we supposed in the 1st or the 20th century to [have] a human living in the tent? Okay why? 

Okay, without this question, is it not possible for us to exchange this tent to a pre-fabricated house? 

Can we or can we not? We can. But why did we choose the tent? Why? To break, to break the 

feelings of safety in the heart of this person, to break him, I swear to god, this is just intended, 

intended! This person who is fleeing from the war we want to break him, is it in the 1st or the 20th 

century the countries of the world are not able all of them to send money for us to build him a 

village of concrete? Can we or can we not? We can. Okay why did we choose the tent that is 

shaggering that is like this [if] you touch it it tears apart, why? Why? Why did we choose the tent 

for [this human]!?  And we can build for him, because it is intended that you break his [integrity], 

just.    

 

                                                
13 Lubna said karnafāls which translates to carnivals, but it was clar in the context that she meant caravans.  
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Adding to Lubna’s criticism towards the international community’s contemporary refugee 

management is Nesrin’s experience from visiting her sister in Azraq. Relating the two passages 

it is defensible to claim that there is no special kind of human category that, regardless of reasons 

for leaving a nation, naturally settles with poor life standards or isolation from civilization.  

 

Nesrin: ḫālatī hāy min ‘ammān? l-ḥafāy, hāy min ‘ammān? ḥāsis ‘ammān ’innu šaġle “yā laṭīf”, 

’innu bi-janne, ḫālatī fī barra telfiziyūn? ḫālatī fī barra marwaḥa, ḫālatī fī barra, ‘am yas’alni, hāḏ 

‘illī ‘omro ḫams sanawāt, šlūn l-marwaḥa, mā b-ya‘rif l-marwaḥa, mā b-ya‘rifha, mā b-ya‘rifha, 

’ija ‘a-l-muḫayyam w-ṣaġīr, ṣār ‘omro ḫams sanawāt.. ṭala‘ min sūriyā ‘omro sane, mā b-ytḏakkar 

šī, mā b-ya‘rif šī.. ṣār ‘omro ḫams sanawāt.. ’a‘d bi-rukbān sana w-nuṣ, hay ’ila halla’ sitt, tilit sinīn 

bi-l-muḫayyam l-’azra’, mā b-ya‘rif šū hiyya l-marwaḥa, wa’t l-‘am yušūf ṣūra.. ’istaḥēt ṭāli‘ 

telefūnī arjiyun ṣuwar beytna, ’istaḥēt.. wallah ’aṭfāl, mā ṭāla‘thun wa-la ’arjēthun suwarna, wa-

la, wa-la.. binta t’ulli ḫālatī kīf hājer b-tnām, nāmū ‘a-taḫt? kīf.. ‘anda ḫezāne hājer? ‘anda mā b-

a‘rifš.. 

 

Nesrin: Auntie is this from Amman? The slippers, are these from Amman? He was feeling that 

Amman is something like “wow”, like in paradise, auntie is there television[s] outside? Auntie is 

there air-fans outside? Auntie is there outside, he was asking me, this one who is five years old, 

how is the fan, he doesn’t know what the fan is, he doesn’t know it, he doesn’t know it, he came 

to the camp as little, he has become 5 years.. he left Syria when he was one year old, he doesn’t 

remember anything, he doesn’t know anything.. he has become five years.. he lived in Rukban14 

one and a half year, this one until now six, three years in the Azraq camp, he doesn’t know what 

the fan is, The moment when he was seeing a picture.. I felt ashamed taking out my phone 

showing them picture of our home, I felt ashamed.. God they are children, I didn’t reveal or 

showed them our pictures, and not, and not.. her daughter said to me, auntie how is Hajer 

sleeping? Did they sleep on a bed? How.. does she has a wardrobe Hajer? Does she has I don’t 

know.. 

 

Nesrin’s niece has never experienced any other place else than the camp and her story about 

his questions as he met her when she visited from the outside, demonstrates the segregating 

nature of the camp. A reminder here is that the refugees are not being held isolated, imprisoned, 

for criminal charges, but rather on their appeal for protection (Khosravi 2010: 4, 100). 

Evidently, the camp management must be considered as crucial in the conventional 

                                                
14 A refugee camp in the northeast of Jordan.  
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understanding that claiming protection in another nation strips of any other individual or 

communal attribute until the only thing left is the ‘refugee identity’. This was resisted by Lina, 

as we discussed the difference between living inside or outside the camps, on which she shared 

an experience about when she went to Zaatari once, to support a friend who was having an 

exhibition in the camp. 

 

Lina: ruḥt w-ḥaḍart l-ma‘raḍ, nisbat l-nās ‘illi jāye tāḫud kutub w-tištirī kutub, ‘anjad kānat mū 

mutawaqqa‘, mū mutawaqqa‘, fiyya nās kānet, fiyya nās qāri’a, ya‘nī fiyya nās ’aṣlan hiyya b-

ta’ra’ min ’abl ya‘nī, ‘anjad eḥna minfakkir ’innu za‘tarī, ya‘nī nās bidūn ṯaqāfe bidūn ‘elm, halla’ 

fī nisba mnīḥa bidūn ṯaqāfe w-‘elm, bas fī nās ktīr muṯaqqafe, fī nās fahmāne, fī nās ‘am ta’ra’ ‘am 

‘illik ya‘nī ’innu kānū ktīr muhtammīn min yijū w-yištirū kutub, fā ’intī tḫayyalī lēš hunnen biddun 

yutrukū za‘tarī? 

 

Lina: I went and attended the exhibition, the percentage of the people who came took books and 

bought books, seriously it wasn’t expected, wasn’t expected, there are people who were, there 

were people who were readers, like there were people who already read before like, seriously we 

think that Zaatari, like people are without culture without knowledge, okay there are a large 

percentage without culture and knowledge, but there are people very intellectual, there are people 

who are understanding, there are people who were reading I’m telling you like that they were 

very interested to come and buy books, so you do the imagination of why they want to leave 

Zaatari? 

 

Rather than demonstrating any ‘refugee identity’, Lina’s reflections of the different peoples she 

met, simply demonstrate humanity, as much on the inside of the camp as on the outside. 

Further, it is also visible that Lina differentiates herself from those people living inside the camps 

even though she also has registered at the UNHCR, which indicates that the figure of ‘the 

refugee’ is specifically related to the camp.  

 

Summary 

This chapter has engaged with the ways the camp function as a space for articulating both the 

upholding and rejection of the national order. Further, it has engaged with conceptualizing 

nature of the camp. The testimonies have demonstrated the different ways the camp function 
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as isolating and segregating, thus rejecting any de-exceptionalization of the camp. To 

theoretically de-exceptionalize the camp, and to understand the camp as a place for agency, is 

to ignore the initial intention of the camp. In contrast, the testimonies have shown that linking 

the question of agency to the nature of the camp, is simply an attempt to un-prove an identity 

invented in the first place. Obviously, any space inhabited by human beings becomes a place 

for agency, it should not be confused with the nature of spaces intentionally created for other 

objectives. The camp space reinforces the figure of the refugee as ‘basically human’, passively 

waiting for repatriation to the lost homeland, and to insist on refugee agency as a product of the 

camp itself is to ignore the intentions behind the emergence of the camp in the first place. 

Evidently, any agency appearing within the space of the camp does not derive from the space 

itself but from the humans residing on that space. As testimonies have demonstrated, the camp 

has to be understood as a device for preserving the national order, keeping the citizens and the 

noncitizens separated from each other. In other words, to keep the unwanted away from the 

civilization allows the national order to persist.  
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PART III 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Conclusion 

 

(im)mobility revisited 

This study has aimed to examine the lived experiences of (im)mobility of Syrian citizens living 

in Jordan. The research question in this context has engaged with the everyday dilemmas to 

deal with choices to accept or resist the imposed qualities of what it means to be Syrian in Jordan 

today. The qualities that define the essential existence of Syrians in Jordan involve geography 

as much as they involve history. Consequently, this study has involved a renegotiation of the 

concepts of nationality, national identity, displacement and refugee-ness as they shape the 

preconditions for humans’ relative (im)mobility.  

     By means of an ethnographical approach, the data collection was carried out for 

approximately 6 months in Amman periodically between the spring 2017 and the spring 2018. 

During the time spent in Jordan, I conducted ten semi-structured interviews totaling thirteen 

participants, six men and seven women, who had left Syria for a temporary resettlement in 

Jordan. For the purpose of giving the interviews a deeper contextual significance, during the 

time spent in Jordan I also engaged with two organizations providing different services for 

Syrians living in Jordan, something I have called ‘contextual engagement’. Further, I spent time 

with many of my interlocutors on an everyday basis. 

      Different aspects of the everyday life experiences all combined together, have offered a more 

multifaceted understanding of what it means to be (im)mobile in present time, as additional to 

conventional scholarship. Following I will resume the themes discussed in section II in order to 

conclude the links between the empirical findings and the theoretical discussions that jointly 

have contributed to answer the research question.  

       The first chapter established a foundation on which to conceptualize the forthcoming 

concepts, by investigating the historical events of the construction of the nation state and its 

interconnections to contemporary categorizations of human beings. The emergence of 
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documents as proving not only humans’ existence but also the individual story and identity 

located within a national order has proven to be a significant element in contextualizing the 

conditions for relative (im)mobility. Testimonies demonstrate how different nationalities are 

located in a hierarchical order shaping living-situations differentiating human experiences from 

each other. Testimonies also show that (im)mobility was not only an experience when first 

arriving to Jordan but became a part of life already within the borders of Syria. Thus, 

(im)mobility should be understood as shifting both spatially and temporarily, as a situation of 

constant change.      

     The second chapter engaged with the dilemmas of stability, demonstrating that stranded-

ness involves more than just physical (im)mobility but as well an inherent fear of being refused 

entrance at the Jordanian border if granted the possibility to travel. Further, this chapter 

engaged with the inadequate understanding of ‘displacement’ as solely a matter of ‘loss of 

home’. Testimonies highlight a mix of factors constituting this loss, thus challenging the national 

teleology of territorial boundedness as a natural feature of life. By conceptualizing the relativity 

of foreignness, this chapter challenged the inadequate understanding of the migrant and the 

border. The border exceptionality is generally defined through the self and the other, the native 

and the foreign, while testimonies showed that foreignness is relative, as the acceptance or 

rejection of Syrians differs in different times and places. The relative (im)mobility thus depends 

on the different definitions of foreignness: ‘refugee’, ‘migrant’, ‘expat’ or ‘tourist’ which 

ultimately implies that certain bodies, certain social information is equal to ‘less foreign’. 

     The third chapter engaged with the invention of the ‘refugee identity’ as a human 

categorization not only in contrast to the citizen but also as involved in a geographical hierarchy 

in which humans are located differently. Linking to the colonial past, the invention of this 

identity upholds of the national order, the conceived truth of this world. Testimonies showed 

dilemmas of resisting or accepting the qualities of this ‘refugee identity’. For my interlocutors, 

becoming ‘a refugee’ meant to strip of all other qualities making them human, situating them 

unfavorably on the hierarchy of needs. Negotiations of the dilemmas of registering at the 

UNHCR challenged the notion of ‘pure need’ and demonstrated the irrationality of the 

conception that there would ever be an essential category of humans for whom it is enough to 

just breathe.  

     The fourth chapter challenged the attempt to de-exceptionalize the camp by conceptualizing 

it as a space for simultaneous articulations of upholding and rejecting the national order. By 

demonstrating the presence of agency in the camps, testimonies contradicted the nature of the 
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refugee while simultaneously confirmed the nature of the camp; agency happening within the 

camp space does not disprove its exceptional nature. In fact, according to the testimonies, the 

camp is understood as a space of isolation and segregation, imposing the ‘refugee identity’ as a 

mode of being. Thus, the camp itself should not be credited the agency happening within its 

space. Rather, since humans are living there it naturally becomes a site of agency, but it does 

not dismiss its fundamental nature. By managing and controlling mobility within national 

borders, the camp operates to preserve the national order.  

 

Another story – repairing a broken dignity 

The same week as I arrived in Sweden, Lina called me. She and her family had been chosen by 

the UNHCR to travel to Britain. And Lina was not the only one traveling, Nadine too. She was 

finally going to reunite with her mother and father in France, however leaving Eima behind as 

it had proven impossible for her to find anybody who could get her the duḫūl w-‘awda paper. I 

remember the many times we had talked together about the stranded-ness, the de facto 

immobility, that was shaping their everyday lives. I often found myself in a role where I started 

dreaming about the future. Initiating talks about next year’s summer, I talked about how we 

would all reunite in my hometown in Sweden, describing the rooms of the house where we 

could stay, the activities we could do, the walks in the forest, the barbeque evenings. We would 

laugh and talk about it like we were planning for it.  

     By situating myself both personally and professionally in relation to this ethnography and 

the people I met, I many times found myself in situations where I did not know how to act, how 

to relate, what to say or what to do. These dreamy talks became a way for me to escape the 

obvious different experiences of our everyday lives. However, now it was happening. Lina and 

Nadine were about to travel, and on the group conversation online we started planning our 

reunion, for real.  

      Then again, a few weeks ago, I talked with Said over the phone, an interlocutor who also 

had become a dear friend of mine. When I left Jordan in the end of May 2018, we decided that 

the next time we meet, it would be somewhere else outside of Jordan. l-maktūb mbayyin min 

‘anwāno, what is written [in the book] is showing on the front page, is an expression he taught me. It 
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simply means that according to the current situation, it looks like the next time we see each 

other will probably be in Jordan, after all.  

     The different negotiations of the meaning of borders, camps, the nation state, displacement 

and refugee-ness combined with the different events, journeys and situations shaping the fates 

of the people who have shared their stories in this thesis, contribute to the conceptualization of 

the meaning of (im)mobility. What is most important about their stories is that they provide 

another story than the single story that have been told too many times; the story about territory 

and nativity, about borders and foreigners, about selves and others. The Nigerian author 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (2009) says that if you “show a people as one thing, as only one 

thing, over and over again, and that is what they become”. Evidently, the story that have been 

told over and over again about people with similar experiences like my interlocutors, is not the 

same story they tell themselves, or at least not completely. There was never a single story to be 

told. Instead, their stories are diverse, nuanced, dynamic, they take turns and include side-stories 

that shape total humanity. So, this is how (im)mobility is lived: in many ways. Hence, (im)mobility, 

as an important component shaping the experiences of not being settled, should not be 

understood as a static definable mode of being, but rather as a part of a larger story formed by 

many stories.  

     If it was not for the single story about the national order that have been told since the end of 

the 18th century, it would not have been necessary to write this thesis. That is, it would not have 

been necessary to challenge the ways people and places have been categorized into representing 

different essential modes of existence. However, as we have reached to this point, I wish that 

future research will discuss the issues brought up in this thesis by considering other terms. I wish 

for instance, that future research enables us to examine not being settled without using the 

terminology that have been regarded as the single truth of this world. I believe that it is only in 

this way we can move beyond earlier given understandings and explore new ones. The concepts 

of borders, foreignness, displacement and refugee-ness are all relative which ultimately makes 

(im)mobility relative as well. Evidently, there is a need for studies that move beyond the 

traditional way to view ‘the refugee’ and fully recognize that the concept is as young as the 

concept of the nation. By revealing the ways different peoples and places are hierarchically 

geographically located within the national order, the complexities of relative (im)mobility 

become clear, demonstrating the irrationality of mobility in modern time being a privileging 

gift carefully distributed to humans within some specific categories. First then we will realize the 

irrationality of the constructions, establishments and declarations that have made such a simple 
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thing as mobility so complicated, and that have caused so much suffering, death and despair. 

However, until then:  

We are not going anywhere, ḫalaṣ.  
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Appendix: Interview guide 

Borders/mobility 1. If you could travel anywhere, where would 
you go? 

2. Can you tell me about your first big travel? 

3. Does this experience differ from when you 
traveled to Jordan? 

4. If you want to, could you tell me about 
your journey to here? 
 
5. Have you visited any other places except 
from Amman/Jordan? 

6. Where did you go? 

7. If not, why? 

 ن6و /ا ،نا3م يأ /ا رفاس, ك*ف نا& اذا .١
                ؟حو:9ب

AB@9خت ك*ف .٢
C ت ةریبك ةرفس لوالا نعG؟كع  

؟ندرألا Vع تجا امل نع ةفلتخم ةرفسلا LC له .٣  
 

AB@9خت ك*ف ،كد] اذا .٤
C ؟نوه /ا كتلحر نع  

 

 ؟ندرألاhنامع 9gغ ىرخأ نcامأ ترز.٥
 

 ؟ن6و /ا .٦

؟شـ*ل ،ال ول .٧  

Last year when I went to Jordan, I was asked to leave the visa-queue and the police did not 
want to give me visa because they found it strange that I had been so many times in Jordan, 
so I had to speak with the mukhabarat and after maybe 15 minutes they gave me visa. 
Everything worked out fine but I felt a bit worried.  

ABا و}zغتسا ناشع راطملا Vع ةطtuلا sBCتفقو ندرألل ةرفاسم انا و ة*ضاملا ةنس
C 9تك ندرألل تجا تنكg تارم، 

ABودخاف
C م اوكح و روباطلا تارب~C ولأس وAB

C وقفاو ةعاس ةع}ر دع] نكمم .لاؤس م& تارباخملاAB
C ل& .اس�فلا �u

C 
.ةناقلق يوش تنك انا س� حينم علط  

 10. Have you felt anything similar?  
 
11. Since your arrival to jordan, have the 
situation changed? Can you go back to Syria?  

�u ه]اشم ��uC هت�سح .١٠
C ؟ةرم  

 عجرت ك*ف ؟عضولا 9gغت له ،ندرألا /ا تجا ذنم .١١
؟ا6روسل  

Nations 
 
    

1. Have you ever had any issues with getting a 
visa or getting in to another country? 
 

 دل] Vع ةس�ڤ Vع لوصحلا] تا}�عص تهجاو له .١
ABات

C؟  
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Sometimes in Jordan I feel that people have a certain ideas about who I am just because of 
my apperance, that I’m from Sweden or europe/the west.  
 

  .د�6سلا hا}وروأ نمhبرغلا نم sBCنا VCع �gBبب ناشع  �gBعم ل3ش� sBCيف اونظ] سان هنا سح] انا ننا*حا
 

2.Have you experienced something similar?  
 
3. Have you ever felt that you have been 
treated differently because of your Syrian 
nationality? 
 
4. Do people normally ask you where you’re 
from? 
 
5. What do you feel when people ask you 
where you are from?  
 

�u ه]اشم ��uC هت�سح.٢
C ؟ةرم  

 
�u  ت�سح .٣

C فلتخم ل3ش� كولماع� مع هنا ةرم 
؟ة6روسلا كت�س�ج ب�س�  

 
 

 كل تجا ؟تنا ن6و نم سان كولأس  له ةداعلا] .٤
  ؟لاؤسلا ياه

 
   ؟ن6و نم تنا كولأس� سان امل سحتب وش .٥

Space  
 
 
 

1. Do you think there is a difference between 
a camp and a city? 
 
2. If yes, what are the differences between a 
camp and the city? 
 
3. Why did you chose to come to Amman? 

4. I usually think that the home is where my 
fiancé or family is. What do you think? What 
is home for you? 

5. What do you need to feel 100% satisfied 
where you live? 

6. What do you need to feel 100% like you 
are home? 

7. Did you have this in Syria?  

B¡ ك�أرب .١
C ب قرف�gB ؟ةنيدملا و م*خملا 

 

  ؟ةنيدملا و م*خملا �gBب تاقرفلا LC وش ،ه�ا ول .٢
 

 ؟نامعل C@¤*ت كنا ت:9خا ش�ل .٣

B¡ وه ت*بلا ونا يأر انا .٤
C نا3ملا �VC يطخ ه*فs@C وا 

 ؟تنا كت�ب @9تعتب وش ؟ك�أر وش .VCها

 

B¡ حاترم% ١٠٠ سحتب ناشع كمزال وش .٥
C 

 ؟ه*ف م*قم �VC نا3ملا

 �VC نا3ملا هنا % ١٠٠ سحتب ناشع كمزال وش .٦
 ؟كت�ب وه ه*ف م*قم

B¡ ءا*شالا ياه كدنع نا& .٧
C ؟ا6روس  

  

The refugee in 
international aid 
and the 
construction of 
the refugee  
 
 

1. Would you like to tell me why you chose to 
leave Syria for Jordan? 
 
2. Was there a specific point when you took 
the decision? 
 
3. Why do you think there are refugees? 
 
4. Who is a refugee? 

 نم علطی ھنا ترتخا شیل ينربخت كیف ،كدب اذا .١
 ؟ندرألل يجیت و ایروس
 
 ؟ھیف رارقلا تدخا يلی نیعم تقو يف ناك .٢

 
 
 ؟نیئجال يف كیأرب ،شیل .٣
 
 ؟ئجاللا وھ نیم .٤
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5.Based on what you just told me, is this your 
own reality?  
 
6. Do you think that the word “refugee” is a 
negative word? 
 

 
 كنا سحتب لھ ،ئجاللا وھ نیم نع يلتیكح يلی .٥
  ؟ةلاحلا ياھ شیاع
 
  ؟ةئیس ةملك "يجال" ةملكلا ربتعت لھ ٦
 

Documenting   
human 
existence.  

1. Have you registered at the UNHCR?  
 
2. What are the benefits from being registered 
at the UNHCR? 
 
3. What is the purpose with the ID-card from 
the UNHCR?  
 
4. What is the difference between the ID-card 
from the UNHCR and the Jordanian ID-
card? 

  ؟ةیضوفملا دنع تلجس لھ .١
 
  ؟ةیضوفملا دنع لیجستلا نم تادافتسالا يھ وش .٢
 
 
 ؟ةیضوفملا ةیوھب فدھلا وھ وش .٣
 
 
 ةیندرألا ةموكح نم يلی ةیوھلا نیب قرفلا وھ وش .٤
  ؟ةیضوفملا نم ةیوھلاو
 
 
 
 

Ending questions 1. What do you dream of in the future?  ؟لبقتسملا يف ملحتبوش نع .١  

 
CONCLUDING THE INTERVIEW:  
 
I have no further questions, is there anything you would like to add? 
 

؟ينات يش يأ فیضت بحتب ،ةینات ةلئسأ يأ يدنع ام  
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